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ROC (Taiwan) Patent Application No. 85105220
Amended Pages of Spp.H ffcatiU rtWpmber 1QQ6)

COMPOUND SANTTAPlv MAPriM

ABSTRACT OF THE DT.jr.T njsT TP r

compdund sanitary napkin. The
The present invention pertains to a

compound sanitary napkin comprises a primary absorbent member including an
absorbent core and an outer cover. The primary absorbent member has a base and an
apex; the apex being vertically opposed to the base. The width of the base is greater
than the width of the apex. The compound sanitary napkin further comprises a
secondary absorbent member that is joined wijh the primary absorbent member
juxtaposed the base. The secondary absorbent member preferably comprises a liquid

impervious backsheet and an absorbent material joined thereto. Optionally, the
secondary absorbent member includes a backsheet, a topsheet joined to the backsheet
and an absorbent core disposed between the backsheet ind the topsheet.
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FIELD OF THE IhjvEN]riON

The present invention relates to disposable sjanitary napkins. As used herein,

sanitary napkins are considered to be abscrbentj devices designed to be worn
externally of the body by women, usually during jtheir menstrual periods, and to

receive and contain menses and other vaginal discharges. Disposable sanitary

napkins are intended to be discarded after use

and reused.

BACKGROUND OF THE INIVENTION

and soiling rather than being cleaned

In their simplest form, disposable sajiitary! napkins comprise an absorbent

element (sometimes referred to as an absorbent core) interposed between a liquid

pervious body-contacting element (sometimes referred to. as a topsheet or an

overwrap) and a liquid impervious protectivfc bantfer (sometimes referred to as a

backsheet). The absorbent element is intended to ireceive and contain, menses and

other vaginal discharges. The body-contacting eleihent is intended to provide more

or less comfortable and dry-feeling contact with body surfaces while allowing free

passage of fluids therethrough into the absorbent element. The protective barrier is

intended to prevent menses or other vaginal dfcchaijges which are expelled or which

escape from the absorbent element from soilim; the laser's garments.

In addition to the three functional elements mentioned above, disposable

sanitary napkins are generally provided with mjeans fjbr supporting the device adjacent

the user's crotch area, even as the user moves, where it can most effectively perform

its intended function. Typically, sanitary napkins are provided with an adhesive

attachment means for securing the device to the j inner crotch area of the user's

undergarments.
. .

While previously known sanitary napkns do perform their intended function,

each conventional design suffers from certain efficiencies in one or more of

absorbency of body fluids, protection of the

physical comfort to the user.

With respect to disposable sanitary

presently exist. One such class is identified ajs beiijig intended for the absorption of

medium to high menstrual flows. These s4nitary napkins offer a relatively high

absorptive capacity. - Absorptive capacity is commonly achieved by providing the

userfs garments from soiling, and/or

napkins, at least two general classes
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intended for light or low menstrual

sanitary napkin with a relatively thick and bulk/ absorbent member. While having a

relatively high absorptive capacity, the bulkiness of tljie absorbent member may cause

a certain degree of wearing discomfort.

A second class of sanitary napkins are

flows and are commonly referred to as pantiliijers or pantishields. Sanitary napkins

of this class, as a group, are thinner, somewhat mpre flexible and generally more

comfortable than those of the first class. However, sanitary napkins of the second

class typically lack the absorptive capacity of sainitaiy; napkins of the first class.

One attempt to provide the benefits of t le previously described two classes of

sanitary napkins into a single compound sanitary napkin is disclosed in commonly

assigned U.S. Patent No. 4,425,130 issued to :Desf^tarais on January 10, 1984. The

compound sanitary napkin of DesMarais comprises; a primary menstrual pad and a

panty protector joined to one another at their corresponding ends in such a manner

that the two constituents are free. to move relative to one another along essentially

their entire common length, the primary menstrual pad is intended to absorb the

bulk of the bodily fluids discharged by the userj while the panty protector is intended

to protect the user's garments from soiling. In Use, the relative freedom of movement

between the primary menstrual pad and the p|anty protector serves to maintain the

primary menstrual pad adjacent the user's crctch rfegion while the panty protector

remains associated with the user's undergarment,
j
While the relative freedom of

movement between the primary menstrual pafd an<jl the panty protector serves to

maintain the primary menstrual pad near the user's crotch region, this freedom of

movement may lead to a lack of stability if the primary menstrual pad moves laterally

beyond the side edges of the panty protector, providing an opportunity for soiling the

user's undergarment.

}f movement between the primary

may be insufficient to capture bodily

Furthermore, the relative freedom

ntenstnial pad and the panty protector alone

fluid as it exits the wearer's vaginal opening. The primary menstrual pad is preferably

narrow enough to at least reside partially wit liri the external genitalia. Optionally,

the primary menstrual pad may be wider than the distance between the labia majora,

but exhibits a lateral compression or conformabilityi at relatively low forces, such as

femalje external genitalia, such that a

to at least reside partially within the

35

the forces exerted by the soft tissue of the

portion of the primary menstrual pad is able

external female genitalia. By being conformable at Natively low forces, the primary

absorbent member remains comfortable duing use. In addition, the primary
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menstrual pad preferably exhibits a resilient

the body as the pad and body interface is subjected

As the primary menstrual pad is made

protector preferably remains sufficiently wide

to the wearer's undergarment and to sufficiently

from soiling.

recovery; to enable the pad to conform to

to shape changes,

narrower to fit the body, the panty

iugh to provide a stable attachment

covejr the undergarment to protect it
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SUMMARY OF THE ^NVEjNTTON

The present invention
_
pertains to a comjpound sanitary napkin. The

compound sanitary napkin comprises a primary a.bsorbent member including ah

absorbent core and an outer cover. The primary absorbent member has a base and an

apex; the apex being vertically opposed to the tase. [The width of the base is greater

than the width of the apex. The compound sanitary napkin further comprises a

secondary absorbent member that is joined ^vith ihe primary absorbent member

juxtaposed the base. The secondary absorbent member preferably comprises a liquid

impervious backsheet and an absorbent matejrial jbined thereto. Optionally, the

secondary absorbent member comprises a blackshjeet, a topsheet joined to the

backsheet and an absorbent core disposed between the backsheet and the topsheet.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF the Drawings
While the specification concludes with claims particularly pointing out and

distinctly .claiming the present , invention, it is believed that the present invention will

be better understood from the following description iii conjunction with the following

drawings, in which like reference numbers identify identical elements and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a top plan view of one embodiment of the compound sanitary

napkin of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a side elevation view of the

FIG; 1;

FIGS. 3 and 3A are cross-sectional vi^ws of the compound sanitary napkin

shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 as taken along section

FIGS, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are cross-sectional

compound sanitary napkin shown in

ine3J3 of FIG. 2; and

viewis of alternative embodiments of

the compound sanitary napkin of the present inventioh. :

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 6? THE INVENTION

. This invention is of a body fitting

absorbency for bodily fluids, the protection of

combound sanitary napkin which exhibits

the user's garments from spiling, and



physical comfort to the user. The term "sanitary napkin", as used herein, refers to an
article which is worn by females adjacent t(> the! pudendal region and which is

intended to absorb and contain the various exjudates which are discharged from the

body (e.g., blood, menses, and urine) and whjch is .intended to be discarded after a
single use (i.e., it is not intended to be laundered or otherwise restored or reused).

The term "compound sanitary napkin", as usfcd herein, refers to a sanitary napkin
comprised of separate constituents joined to one another to form a unitary structure.

Interlabial devices which reside partially within and ipartially external of the wearer's

vestibule are also within the scope of this invention. As used herein, the term

"pudendal" refers to the externally visible fenijile genitalia and is limited to the labia

majora, the labia nunora, the ditoris, and the vestibule. •

"

FIGS. 1-3 show one preferred embodiment oif a compound sanitary napkin 20
ofthe present invention. As can be seen in FIGS. 1-3, the compound sanitary napkin

20 comprises- a primary absorbent member 30 and ajsecondary absorbent member 50

joined together by union means 70. The compound sanitary napkin has two surfaces,

a body contacting or facing surface 87, and a garment facing or contacting surface

55. The primary and secondary absorbent mejmber? each have.corresponding body,

facing and garment facing surfaces. The cojmpoujnd sanitary napkin 20 has two

centerlines, a longitudinal centerline L and aj- transverse centerline T. The term

"longitudinal", as use herein, refers to a line, axis or direction in the plane of the

compound sanitary napkin that is generally aligned with (e.g., approximately parallel

to) a vertical plane which bisects a standing wearer into left and right body halves

when the compound sanitary napkin is worn. The terms "transverse" or "lateral", as

used herein, are interchangeable, and refer, to a line, axis, or direction which lies

within the plane of the compound sanitary napkin that is generally perpendicular to

the longitudinal direction.

The primary absorbent member 30 has side edges 24 and end edges 25 which

together form the periphery 26 of the primary absorbent member 30. The secondary

absorbent member 50 has side edges 21 and end edges 22 which together form the

periphery 23 of the secondary absorbent memt er and the compound sanitary napkin

20. The compound sanitary napkin 20 has a fi st enji region 27, a central region 28,

and a second end region 29.

The primary absorbent member 30 ii! that constituent of the compound;

sanitary napkin 20 intended to absorb the bulk 4>f bodily fluids discharged by the user:

The primary absorbent member 30 comprises an; absorbent means 33, such as

absorbent core 34, and an outer cover 32 supjerimp'osed on the absorbent core 34.
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(As used herein, the term "superimposed'

necessarily in contact with or joined to.)

means adjacent or juxtaposed, but not

Preferably, the entire outer cover 32 is

liquid pervious,, however, other embodiments are contemplated wherein portions of
the outer cover are liquid impervious or hydrophobic. Further, it has been found that

the general shape of the. primary absorbent member 30 can affect the absorbent

characteristics of the sanitary napkin 20 as well as the overall comfort to the wearer.

Generally, a compound sanitary napkin comprising a primary absorbent member 30

..
having a base that is wider than the apejc (that portion of the primary absorbent

member 30 intended to fit at least partially within the external female genitalia) will

have increased effectiveness and comfort.

As shown in FIGS. 3 and 3 A, the pfimary absorbent member 30 has a vertical

centerline 200, a base 10 having a width Q and an apex 15 vertically opposed to the

base 10, the apex having a width A. (Th£ widths A and B of the apex 15 and- the

base 10,. respectively, of a preferred compound sanitary napkin are best shown in

FIG. 3A.) As used herein, the term "bake" refers to that portion of the primary,

absorbent member 30 having the greates : widih B which is juxtaposed the body

facing surface 87 of the secondary absorbent member 50. (The "width" at any given .

location is determined by measuring the] lateral or transverse dimension at that

location. Thus, a measurement is taker} generally perpendicular to the vertical

centerline 200 and generally parallel to th<* transverse centerline T.) The base 10 is

not limited to any particular shape or wid:h, so; long as the base 10 has a width B

which is greater than the apex 15 width |A. At least a portion of the base 10 is

preferably joined with, or in face-to-face cjontact with the body facing surface 87 of

the secondary absorbent member 50. (As i sed hfcrein, the term "joined" encompasses

configurations whereby an element is diredtly sebured to another element by affixing

the element to the other, element, as well as configurations whereby an element is .

indirectly secured to another, element by affixing the element to an intermediate

;
member or members which in turn are affixed to jthe other element.)

The apex 15 is that, portion of thd primary absorbent member 30 which is

vertically opposed to the base 10 and the secondary, absorbent member 50. The apex

15 may be any shape and may have any wi<jlth Ajless than the width B of the base 10.

Preferably, the apex 15 is shaped and siztd to -comfortably reside at least partially

within the external, female genitalia. Thu<;, as ihown in FIGS. 3-7, the apex 15 is

preferably at least partially curved, rounded or ^otherwise shaped to conform to the

wearer's body. Other embodiments, however, arte contemplated wherein the. apex 15

is flat, pointed or generally non-curvilinear. •
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Preferably, the outer cover 32 is compiliant, soft feeling, and non-irritating to
the wearer's skin. Further, as stated above, at least apportion of the outer cover 32 is

penetjrate through its thickness A
suitable outer cover 32 may be manufactured from aj wide range of materials such as
woven and nonwoven materials; polymeric materials such as apertured formed
thermoplastic films, apertured plastic films, and hydroformed thermoplastic films-
porous foams; reticulated foams; reticulated thermoplastic films; and thermoplastic
scnms. Suitable woven and nonwoven materials c4 be comprised/of natural fibers
(e.g., wood or cotton fibers), synthetic fibers (|.g., polymeric fibers such as
polyester, polypropylene, or polyethylene fibers); or from a combination of natural
and synthetic fibers. j'

The outer cover 32 may be a unitary me mberjor may be comprised of two or
more elements joined together to form the oute r cover 3^ Further, the any portion
of the materials comprising the outer cover 32 may ie coated, laminated, treated or
otherwise manipulated to impart or enhance any jiesired characteristics such as
strength, flexibility, liquid perviousness or impervious[iess.

A preferred outer coyer 32 comprises fprmed film having apertures.

Apertured formed films are preferred for the outk cover 32 because they are
generally pervious to body exudates and ye: non-absorbent, thus reducing the

likelihood of liquids passing back through the ilm abd rewetting the wearer's skin.

Accordingly, the surface of the formed film which is uji contact with the body remains
dry, thereby reducing body soiling and creating a frore comfortable feel for the

wearer. Further formed films are. easily manufactured with non-apertured portions

that provide liquid impervious areas that prevent any fluids from: passing

therethrough. Suitable formed films are described in jj.S. Pat. No. 3,929,135, issued

to Thompson on December 30, 1975; U.S. Pat. No. 4324,246, issued to Mullane, et-

aj. on April 13, 1982; U.S. Pat, No. 4,342,314, issued to Radel, et al. on August 3,

1982; U.S. Pat. No. 4,463,045, issued to Ahr, et al. <jn July 3 1, 1984; and U.S. Pat;

No. 5,006,394, issued to Baird on April 9, 1991 , Each of these patents are

incorporated herein by reference. One especially preferred outer cover 32 for the

primary absorbent member 30 of the present invention comprises a formed film

described in one or more of the above patents and marketed on sanitary napkins by
The Procter & Gamble Company of Cincinnati, Ohio as "DRI-WEAVE".

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the body facing surface

of at least a portion of the outer cover 32 is hydrophjlic so as to help liquid transfer •

through the outer cover 32 faster than if the bod y facing surface was not hydrophilic.
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fluid >vill flow off the outer cover 32

the absorbent core 34. In a preferred

This diminishes the likelihood that menstrua]

rather than flowing into and being absorbed by

embodiment, surfactant is incorporated into tjie polymeric materials of the 'formed
film such as is described in U.S. Patent Application; Serial No. 08/072,660, entitled
"Absorbent Article Having a Nonwoven and

June 4, 1993 by Aziz, et al., which is incorporated hirein by reference. Alternatively
the body facing surface of the outer cover 32 :an bi made hydrophilic by treating it

with a surfactant such as described in U.S. Pa ;. Noj 4,950,264 issued to Osborn oh
August 21, 1990 and which is incorporated her sin byj reference.

As stated above, the outer cover 32 is preferably superimposed on the
absorbent core 34. To insure proper fluid transfer between the outer cover 32 and
the absorbent core 34 it is preferred that the ou er coVer be substantially continuously
joined to the underlying absorbent core 34 thr>ughqut their common association or
interface. By substantially continuously jo'ining the <}uter cover 32 to the underlying
absorbent core 34 the outer cover 32 will have a reduced tendency to separate from
the absorbent core 34 during use. Separation of th4 absorbent core from the outer
cover 32 may inhibit fluid transfer from the outeit cover 32 into the underlying
absorbent core 34. The outer cover 32 may be joined to the absorbent core 34 by
any suitable means, including, but not limited tj> joining the outer cover 32 with the

absorbent core 34 with adhesives such as.by siray-gluing or applying lines or spots

of adhesives between the outer cover 32 and the: absorbent core 34. Alternatively, or

additionally, the outer cover 32 may be joined with the absorbent core 34 simply by
wrapping the outer cover 32 about the absorbent corj> 34; by entangling the fibers of
the absorbent core 34 with the outer cover 32, by fiising the outer .cover 32 to the

23 absorbent core 34 with a plurality of discrete individual fusion bonds, or by any other

means known in the art.

Referring now to FIG. 3, it can be seen jhat oiiter cover 32 completely wraps
the absorbent core 34 of the primary absorbent) medber 30. The outer cover 32 is:

shown in FIG. 3 to have a seam 85 adjacent tie secondary absorbent member 50.

to kejep the seam 85 away from any

the 4cope of the invention! Other

Although such a configuration is advantageous

body contact, the figure is not meant to limit

suitable embodiments are contemplated wherein th«r seam 85 is disposed in any

location about the absorbent core. Further, ary nurpber of seams, foldsv pleats or

bonds in the outer cover 32 are acceptable so Icng as! the primary absorbent member
30 is able to function to absorb and contain boc ily fltjids while being comfortable tp;

wear. The outer cover 32 of the primary absorb mt member 30 is shown in FIG. 3 to



be a separate and distinct element from the toLsheej 52 of the secondary absorbent

member 50. In such embodiments, the outer covef- 32 is preferably joined to the

topsheet 52 of the secondary absorbent member 50 by union means 70

In another embodiment, as shown in FIG. 4, the o.uter cover 32 does not

completely encircle the absorbent core 34 of the primary absorbent member 30,

Rather, the outer cover 32 substantially encircles thje absorbent core 34. (As used
herein, the term "substantially encircle" means that! the outer cover overlays more
than half of the absorbent core, and more preferably most of the absorbent core.)

.
Because the outer cover 32 does not completely eijcircle the absorbent core 34, a

channel 80 is formed. The channel 80 provides a meajns for any liquid not retained by

the primary absorbent member 30 to be deposited onto the topsheet 52, - the

absorbent element 56 or any other element of the secondary absorbent member 50

such that it may be absorbed and contained -th< rein,
j

(An alternative embodiment of

the present invention comprising a channel"80 is shown in FIG. 5.)

Optionally, as shown in FIG. 5, the outsr cover 32 of the primary absorbent

member 30 and the topsheet 52 of the secondare absqrbent member 50 may comprise

a single web of material, such as web 100. Id such embodiments web 100

substantially encircles the absorbent core 34 of 1 he primary absorbent member 30 and

extends outwardly therefrom to cover at least ;i porHion of the secondary absorbent

member 50. Suitable materials for use as the web 100 are described above with

regard to the outer cover 32 of the primary absorbent! member and the topsheet 52 of

the secondary absorbent member 50.
j

Although the web 100, as shown in FKL 5 may cover the entire body facing

surface of the second absorbent member 50, it needj not do so. Further, the exact

configuration of the web 100 may vary so hng is it substantially encircles the

absorbent core 34 of the primary absorbent membe| 30. Thus, the web 100 may

completely wrap the core 34 or may form the channel['8'0, as shown in FIG. 5/

In the embodiment ofFIG. 5 the web 103 series as a union means connecting

the primary absorbent member 30 and the sec ;oridajy absorbent member together. •

The/compound sanitary napkin may also indue e additional union means to connect

the primary absorbent member 30 to the secondar^ absorbent member. .Suitable

additional union means include but are not limiled toj adhesives, fusion bonds or any

other union means as described herein,
:

The absorbent core 34 of the present invention primarily functions to absorb

and contain body exudates. However, in some preferred embodiments, the absorbent

core 34 functions as a shaping member to maintain the shape of the primary :
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absorbent member 30. Thus, the absorbent ore 34 may be any absorbent means/

which is generally compressible, conformable, resiliejit, non-irritating to the wearer's

skin and capable of absorbing and containing

absorbent capacity of the absorbent core 34 should ^ compatible with the intended

exudate loading for the primary absorbent member 30 of the compound sanitary

napkin 20. Further, the absorbent capacity of th e absorbent core 34 may be varied to

accommodate wearers ranging in the expected imoujit of exudate fluid volume. For

instance, a different absorbent capacity may be Utilized for compound sanitary
,

napkins intended for day time use as compare i with those intended for night time

use, or for compound sanitary napkins intended (or use by teenage females as

compared with those intended by more mature womeji.

The absorbent core 34 may be manufactured from a wide variety of liquid

absorbent materials commonly used in disp usable sanitary riapkinSi and other

disposable absorbent articles. Examples" of suitabjle absorbent materials include

comminuted wood pulp, which is generally referred to as airfelt; creped cellulose

wadding, modified cross-linked cellulose fibers !iuch a|s those described in U.S. Patent

No. 5,217,445 issued to Young, et al. on June 8, 199^; capillary channel fibers (fibers

having intra-fiber capillary channels such as hose! described in U.S. Patent No.

5,200,248 issued to Thompson, et al. on April 6, 1993); absorbent foams such as

those described in U.S. Patent No. 5,260,345, issued to DesMarais, et al! on

November 9, 1993; U.S. Patent No. 5,268,244 issued to DesMarais, et al. on

December 7, 1993; U.S. Patent No. 5,331,015 ijsuedjto DesMarais et al., on July 19,

1994; and U.S. Patent No. 5,387,207 issued to Dy<jr et al., on February 7, 1995);

thermally bonded airlay materials such as tho«;e material described in U.S. Patent

Application Serial No. 08/141,156, entitled "Catkmenial Absorbent Structures

Having Thermally Bonded Layers For Improved Handling of Menstrual Fluids and

Their Use In Catamenial Pads Having Improved Fit knd Comfort" filed in the name

of Richards, et al. on October 21, 1993 (P&G Case |5051); polyurethane, absorbent

sponges; synthetic staple fibers; polymeric fibe*s; hyjdrogel-forming polymer gelling

30 agents; peat moss; glass fibers or any equivalent
j

materials or combinations of

materials. All of the above-identified Patents and [patent applications are hereby

incorporated by reference herein. - 1 .

-

Suitable absorbent cores comprising fcams are described in U.S. Pat. No.

5,260,345 issued November 9, 1993; U.S. Pat. No. 5, 147,345 issued September 15,

1992; and U.S. Pat. No. 5,149,720 issued Sep) ember 22, 1992. The first and third

patents listed in the names of DesMarais, et al and the second patent issued in the
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name of Young, et al. Additional cores comprising fiams are described in European

:omprising sponges are described in
Application 0 293 208 Bl. Absorbent cores

U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,512,530; and 3,954,493; and Ffench jPatent 2,203,827. Examples of
alternative suitable absorbent cores are described in (jetail in co-pending U.S. Patent
Application Serial No. 08/277,733 (P&G Casej 539?). All of the above-identified

references are.hereby incorporated by reference herein. Another suitable absorbent
core comprises polyurethane foam availably fro^n Foamex under the trade

designation Foamex 08-8982.
I

Materials selected for use as the absorbent eojre 34 are preferably compliant,

soft, comfortable, compressible and resilient to enhance body fit and comfort of the

primary absorbent member 30. Preferably, th<:. absorbent core 34 is compressible

such that the primary absorbent member 30 will deforin under relatively small forces

that are experienced during normal use. In idditipn to being compressible, the

materials comprising the absorbent core are p eferajbly conformable such that the

primary absorbent member 30 is able to provide improved fit into and around the

labia and perineum. While being generally compressible and conformable under

.

relatively small forces, those forces exerted by the external female genitalia during

use, it is also important that the primary absorbent member 30 be sufficiently resilient

such that when subjected to normal wearing for:es it does not permanently collapse.

In some preferred embodiments, the absorbent cor? 34 will provide the primary

absorbent member 30 with the desired resilient characteristics. In other preferred

embodiments, a separate resilient member, as further] discussed below, will provide

the primary absorbent member 30 with the desired rejsilient characteristics such that

,

the primary absorbent member 30 conforms to :he contours of the body to provide

intimate contact with the exposed genitalia of th ; femjile user. Intimate contact with

the exposed female genitalia helps provide better fluidj transfer from the user into the

.
primary absorbent member 30 without allowing fluid to bypass and/or run-oft the

primary absorbent member 30. While the resilient djharacteristics of the absorbent .-:

core 34 allow for improved fit, they must be balanced against the need for the

30 product to be both soft and comfortable for the v/earet

As shown in FIGS. 3 and 5, preferred embodiments of the present invention

comprise absorbent cores 34 having a core men ber 3 js of generally triangular cross-

section. In this embodiment, the core member 36 is pVeferably resilient so as to help

maintain the desired shape of the primary absor >ent rjnember 30. The core member

35 36 or members are preferably elongate, having a dimension in the direction of the

length of the sanitary napkin 20. (In. FIG. 5, the absorbent core 34 is a single core

.

9 ",



proves ,he pnmary absorbent tnember 30 with a base ,0 having , width B Wider
than the wtdth A of the apex 15. However. |he a&orben, core 34 tnay comprise a^de vanery of shapea such B rectan8ular

_^ ^Z-tolded, and sttll provide the primtuy absorbent rpember 30 with a base width B
greater, than apex width A. Extunpies of otter pkerreO core configurations are
shown in FIGS. 6 and 7.

In FIG. 6, the core 34 comprises a plurality |of core members 36 that provide
the preferred body fitting shape of the primary Absorbent member 30 In one
preferred embodiment, as shown in FIG. 6, the: core! members 36 are in the shape of
elongated parallelepipeds. However, the shape, size] number and arrangement of the
core members 36 may vary so long as the primary! absorbent member 30 may be
provided with a base width B greater than t.e ap*x width A. Further, the; core

absorb and contain fluids, including, but not li nitedlto those described herein with
respect to absorbent cores and acquisition

contamment layer 35 comprises thermally bonded air laid, as described above and in
ITC D.a.-a *t._,. ' . -a\ ... '

U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 08/141,156

containment layer 35, is preferably wrapped

acquisition layer 46 may comprise any of

hereinbelow with regard to acquisition layers,

layer 46 comprises a nonwoven web, such as

Fiberweb North America under the trade designation jp.9. As shown in FIG. 6, the
outer coyer 32 is superimposed over the arrangement core members 36 to form
the primary absorbent member 30 of the present invention. Examples of Other
suitable core member materials, shapes, sizes

further detail in U.S. Patents 4,340,058 entitled

described herein with regard to the

members 36 "may comprise any material as' -,
;

......... wan. isjjmu IU U1C
absorbent core, the .absorbent layer, the acqusitioh layer or any other absorbent
material as is known in the art. Examples of

p referred materials for use in the core
members are the absorbent foams described in US; Patent No. 5,260,345, issued to
DesMarais, et al. on November 9, 1993; U
DesMarais, et al. on December 7, 1993; U
DesMarais et al., on July 19, 1994; and US P
al., on February 7, 1995.

In a preferred embodiment, the cor;

containment layer 35. The containment layer 3:!

S. Patent No. 5,268,244 issued to

S. Patent No. 5,33 1,015 issued to

.tent lila 5,387,207 issued to Dyer et

mepbers 36 are wrapped in a

may comprise any material that will

layers. An especially preferred

Further, each core member 36 and

in aji acquisition layer 46. The

the ijiaterials as further described

A particularly preferred acquisition

the honwoven web available from

and Arrangements are described in

Sanitkry Napkin" issued to Pierce et



al., on July 20, 1982 (describing elongate absorbent pads with generally circular

cross-sections); and 4,490,147 entitled "Absorbent Sanitary Napkin" issued to Pierce

et al., on December 25, 1984; each of which is ncor^orated by reference herein

The primary absorbent member 30 may further comprise a resilient member
45 as is illustrated in FIG. 4. the primary absorbent member 30 may comprise a

single resilient member 45 or a plurality of res lient inembers. The resilient member
45 may be absorbent, however it need not be so. Suitable materials which may be

used as the resilient member 45 include, but are notilimited to nylon, polypropylene,

polyurethane, polyethylene, polyester, synthetic ijubber, /glass fibers and other

synthetic materials such as formed films, or natural materials such as rubber, sponges,

and the like or any suitable material which ij> capable of resisting collapse, under

normal wearing conditions of sanitary napkins durijig use: . One preferred resilient

member comprises polyurethane foam available from Foamex under the trade

designation Foamex 08-8982. Tte resilient njembe|r 45 may be manufactured in a

wide variety of shapes such as rectangular, trimgular, oval, square, pentagonal, U-

shaped, Z-folded or any other shape as is know i in the art.

The resilient member 45 may extend throughout the entire length of the

primary absorbent member 30. The resilient Member 45 may only extend through a

portion of the length of the primary absorbent hiember 30. The resilient member 45

may be positioned within the first end region |27, the central region 28/the second

end region 29 or any combination of the abovfe. Fqr example, the resilient member

45 may be positioned in either the first end regjon 27 or the second end region 29 of

the primary absorbent member 30, in both the fjlrst eijid region 27 and the second end

region 29 of the primary absorbent member [30, ih the central region 28 of the

primary absorbent member 30, or in the centralj region 28 and the end regions 27 and

29 of the primary absorbent member 30. The ijesiiieijicy of the resilient member 45 is

preferably not affected by the presence of body exucilates absorbed by and contained

within the absorbent core. The sustained rfcsilienjcy of the resilient member 45

permits the primary absorbent member 30 to mkintaih intimate contact with the body

of the wearer during use. The primary absorbent member 30 may include a resilient

member 45 similar to the internal shaping component disclosed in U.S. Patent

Application Serial No. 08/225,44 1 , (P&G . Caj>e •• 5 1 j)9R), entitled "Sanitary Napkin

having an Internal Shaping Component", filed jApril 18, 1994, in the name of Carl L.

Bergman. The disclosure of the above referenjced application is incorporated herein

by reference.
j

'"
,

'

"



FIG. 7 shows an alternative embodiment of t$e compound sanitary napkin 20
comprising a primary absorbent member 30 including a resilient member 45 having a

generally sinusoidal cross-section, the core ! member preferably being elongate.

(Although the resilient member 45 having sinusoidal cross-section is a preferred

embodiment, a core member of any shape, crj>ss-sdction or combination of shapes

and/or cross-sections would suffice so long ajs the! primary absorbent member 30

could be provided with the base width greater ;than the apex width. Some
nbniimiting examples of shapes and crpss-secfions iinclude, but are not limited to

cylinders, cubes, spheres, circles, rectangles, $quare;s, arcs, angles, curves, z-folds,

etc.) As shown, the curved resilient member 45 provides support for the apex 15 of

the primaxy absorbent member 30 as well as jlateral spacing at the base 10. The

resilient member 45 may comprise any of the jabove-described absorbent materials.

An especially preferred resilient material is tl|e pojyurethane foam available from

iFoamex under the trade designation Foamex

absorbent core 34 preferably comprises a con:

D8-8Sj82. As shown in FIG. 7, the

:ainriipnt layer 35 and an acquisition

layer 46. Preferred containment layers and acquisition layers are described in greater

detail above with regard to the embodiment dep

The primary absorbent member 30 may

shown in FIG. 4, positioned between the outer

icted in FIG. 6.

comprise an acquisition layer 46, as

covei" 32 arid the absorbent core 34.

The acquisition layer 46 may serve several functions! including improving wicking of

exudates over and into the absorbent core 34. ;By improving the wicking of

exudates, the acquisition layer 46 provides a rrjore even distribution of the exudates

throughout the absorbent core 34. The acquisition! layer 46 may be comprised of

several different materials including nonwoveil or woven webs of synthetic fibers

including polyester, polypropylene, or polyethylene; natural fibers including cotton or

cellulose; blends of such fibers; or any equivalent! materials or combinations of

materials. Examples of sanitary napkins having an iacquisition layer are more fully

described in U.S. Pat. No; 4,950,264 issued Ijo Osborn and U.S. Pat, Application

; Serial No. 07/944,764, "Absorbent Article Haj/ihg : £used Layers", filed October 7,

1992 in the names of Cree, et al. Each of thesp references is incorporated herein by

reference. In a preferred embodiment, the acqujsitiori layer 46 may be joined with the

outer cover 32 by any of the conventional moans for joining webs together, most

preferably by fusion bonds as is more fully described in the above-referenced: Cree

application.

While the primary absorbent memtyer 3;0 can be generally of any

cross-sectional shape in its unstressed condition it i? preferably triangular in cross-
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sect,on such that the base 10 has a width B greater man the width A of the apex 15
The length 40 and the width 4 1 of the primary absorbent member 30 can be of any
convenient dimension. The primary absorbent fnember 30, is preferably from about 2
to 35 cm long, more preferably from about l6 to 35 cm long, and most preferably
.from about 20 to 35 cm long. A particularly preferred primary absorbent member 30
has a length of about 24 cm.. The primary absorbent member 30, is preferably from
about 0.5 to 5 cm wide, more preferably from about 0.5 to about 4 cm wide, and
most preferably from about 0.5 to about 3 cm wide. '

" 11 may be desirable to provide a compound sanitary napkin having a primary
absorbent member with . varying degrees of wfdth or caliper throughout its length.

For example, the primary absorbent member may be relatively thicker in the central

region 28 as opposed to the end regions 27
j
and 29. Alternatively, the primary

absorbent member may be relatively thinner inj the Centra! region 28 as opposed -to

the end regions 27 and 29:

The second constituent of the compound sanitary napkin 20 of the present

invention is the secondary absorbent member 50. The secondary absorbent member
can be of generally rectangular shape. However, other suitable shapes include but
are not limited to oval, hourglass, dog-bone, asymnUtric and other shapes that are

known in the art. Further, the secondary aisorbk member 50 of the present

invention is preferably relatively thin and flexibje.- T|e secondary absorbent member
50 preferably has a caliper of less than about j3 .0 millimeters, more preferably less

than about 2.6 millimeters, even more preferabl^ less! than about 2:2 millimeters, and
most preferably less than about 2.0 millimeters,

j

The secondary absorbent member 50
j

preferably comprises an absorbent

element 56 and a liquid impervious backsheet ^ joined with the absorbent element

56. As shown in FIG. 3, the absorbent element 56: may form the body contacting

surface 87 of the secondary absorbent member j>0. Ih other preferred embodiments,

as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, the secondary absorbent! member 50 comprises a liquid

impervious backsheet 54, a liquid pervious topsieet 5,2 joined with the backsheet; 54
and .an absorbent element 56 positioned betweejnthej topsheet 52 and the backsheet

54. in yet other embodiments, as shown in FIG, 6, the secondary absorbent member
50 may comprise an acquisition layer 88 in addition to; or in place of the topsheet; 52;

The topsheet 52 can be any fluid pervioujs material commonly used in sanitary

i

napkins, disposable diapers, and the like. The tojpsheei 52 can be any of the materials

described above as being useftil in the outer covet! 32 of the primary absorbent

member 30, including, but not limited to nonwovens ajid apertured formed films.
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The acquisition layer 88 of the secondary absorbent member 50 may comprise
any of the materials described above with regard to jthe primary absorbent member's
30 acqu,s,tion layer 46. In preferred embodiments, t

!

he secondary absorbent member
50 comprises an acquisition layer 88 disposed between the topsheet 52 and the
absorbent element 56 as shown in FIG. 6. However' embodiments are contemplated
wherein the acquisition layer 88 replaces the tppsheet 52, the absorbent element 56
or both. In such configurations, the acquisition layer 88 provides any absorption
characteristics desired in the secondary absorbent member 50.

The absorbent element 56 of the secondary labsorbehf member 50 primarily
functions to protect the user's garments from sailing by absorbed fluids which may be
expelled from the primary absorbent member 3|0 or which may inadvertently bypass
the primary absorbent member 30. Thus, the absorbent element 56 of the secondary
absorbent member 50 generally performs a different function from that of the
absorbent core 34 and is preferably somewfjat thinner and less bulky than the
absorbent core 34. The absorbent element 56 may comprise any of the materials
described above as being useful in the absorbed core

1

34 or the acquisition layers 46
and 88. However, paper tissue (either single or multiple plies) is also suitable for use
in the absorbent element 56. In one preferred embodiment, the absorbent element 56
is formed of from about 1 to about 5 plies ofpaAer tislsue.

Paper tissue comprising one or more plies having a basis weight of from
about 24 to about 48 grams per square meter a<id an (apparent density of from about
0.10 to about 0.12 grams per cubic centimeter as made by the process described in

U S. Pat. No. 3,301,746 issued to Sanford and' Sisson on Jan. 31, 1967 and which,
patent is hereby incorporated herein by reference! has been found to be quite

satisfactory for use as the absorbent element 56!. Paper tissue made by the process
described in U.S. Pat. No

r
3,994,771 issued to Morgan et al. on Nov. 30, 1976; and

which patent is hereby incorporated herein by [eference, can also be used to good
advantage as the absorbent element 56. Wet strength jresins and latex binders can be,

and preferably are, used to provide additional strength to the paper tissue used in the

absorbent element 56.

The backsheet 54 of the secondary a|bsorhent member 50 is preferably

impervious to liquids (e.g., menses and/or urine) and is preferably manufactured from
a thin plastic film, although other flexible liquid impervious materials may also be
used. As used herein, the term "flexible" refers to materials which are compliant and

will readily conform to the general shape and cpntoufs of the human body. In use,

the backsheet 54 is interposed between the absorbent element 56 and the user's



undergarments. The function of the backsheej 54 i? to prevent exudates which may
be expelled from or which inadvertently bypajss the primary absorbent element and
exudates absorbed and contained in the absoijbent plement 56 from contacting and
soiling the user's undergarments. The backsheet 54 may thus comprise a woven or

nonwoven material, polymeric films such as thermoplastic films of polyethylene or

polypropylene, or composite materials such ks a jfilm-coated nonwoven material.

Preferably, the backsheet is a polyethylene fijm having a thickness of from about

0.012 mm (0.5 mil) to about 0.015 mm (2.0 n)il); Exemplary polyethylene films are.

manufactured by Clopay Corporation ofCincSiinatt, jOhio under the designation PI 8-

0401 and by Ethyl Corporation, Visqueen Di\fisionj of Terre Haute, Indiana, under

the designation XP-39385. A suitable extensible backsheet is an extended adhesive

film known as Formula #198-388 manufactured by the Findley Adhesives Company
of Wauwatosa, Wisconsin. The backsheet Is preferably embossed and/or matte

finished to provide a more clothlike appearance. Ftjrther, the backsheet may permit

vapors to escape from the absorbent element 5^6 (i.e., breathable) while still

preventing exudates from passing through the bfacksheet.

In preferred embodiments, the secondary absorbent member 50 is provided

with a support means or attachment means, such as! adhesive attachment means 58.

The adhesive attachment means 58 provides ja meins for securing the compound
sanitary napkin 20 in the crotch portion of the tier's jundergarment or panty. Thus, a

portion or all of the outer or garment surface $5 ofthe backsheet 54 is coated with

adhesive. In a preferred embodiment, at lekst a; portion of the adhesive 58 is

positioned on the garment surface 55 of the bjackshjeet 54 adjacent the longitudinal

side edges 21 of the secondary absorbent member 50. Any adhesive or glue used in

the art for such purposes can be used for the adhesive herein, with pressure-sensitive

adhesives being preferred. Suitable adhesives are Century A-305-IV manufactured

by the Century Adhesives Corporation of Colunbus, iOhio; and Instant Lock 34-2823

manufactured by the National Starch and Chemical! Company of Bridgewater, NJ.

Suitable adhesive fasteners are also described in U.S. lPat. No. 4,917,697.

The pressure-sensitive adhesive is typic illy covered with a removable release

liner 59 in order to keep the adhesive from dryfng oiit or adhering to a surface other

than the crotch portion of the parity prior to use. i Suitable release liners are also

described in the above referenced U.S. Pat: No. ;4,9 17,697. Any commercially:

available release liners commonly used for such purposes can be utilized herein.,;

Non-limiting examples of suitable release liners ar|e BL30MG-A Silox E 1/0 and

BL30MG-A Silox 4P/0 both of which are manufactured by the Akrosil Corporation
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of Menasha, WI. The compound sanitary napkfn 20jof the present invention is used
by removing the release liner 50 and thereafter placing the sanitary napkin in a panty
so that the adhesive 58 contacts the panty. Tfie adhesive 58 maintains the sanitary

napkin in its position within the panty during use.

The secondary absorbent member 50 may ! also have flaps which extend

laterally from the side edge of the absorbent ccjre 34; A number of sanitary napkins

having flaps suitable or adaptable for use with tie secondary absorbent member 50 of
the compound sanitary napkin 20 of the present invention are disclosed in U.S Pat.

No. 4,687,478 issued to Van Tilburg on Aug] 18, 1987; U.S. Pat No. 4,589,876

issued to Van Tilburg on May 20, 1986; ahj U.Sj Pat No. 4,608,047 issued to

Mattingly on Aug. 26, 1986. Each of thesej ' patents are incorporated herein by

reference;
I .

Optionally, the secondary absorbent mejmbenmay comprise components that

naturally wrap the sides of a wearer's panties. J\ sanitary napkin having components

that naturally wrap the sides of a wearer's panties suitable for use with the secondary

absorbent member of the compound sanitary njipkin ;20 of the present invention are

disclosed in U.S. Patent Application Serial iio\ 08/096,121, (P&G Case 4961)

entitled "Absorbent Article having Panty Covering Components that Naturally Wrap
the Sides of Panties", filed July 22, 1993, in the n*s of Lavash, et al and U.S.

Patent Application Serial No. 08/277,733 (P&G Qase 5354) entitled "Absorbent

Articles Having Undergarment Covering Components with Zones of Extensibility",,

filed July 20, 1994, in the names of WeinbeJ-ger, let al. The disclosures of the

preceding publications are incorporated herein by reference.

Referring now to FIG. 1, the secondary absorbent member 50 preferably has

a length 60 and a width 61: The secondary absorbent member 50 is preferably I from

about 20 to 40 cm long, more preferably from aboiit 25 to 35 cm long, and . most

preferably is about 30 cm long. The secondary absorbent member 50 \i preferably

from about 5 to 15 cm in width, more preferably from about 5 to 10 cm in width, and

most preferably from about 5 to 8 cm in width. The thickness of the secondary

absorbent member 50, as shown in cross-secHon in FIGS. 2 and 3, is generally

somewhat less than its width.

The individual components of the primary jabsorbent member 30 ancl the

secondary absorbent member 50 may be comprised of components that are extensible

(preferably, capable of stretching) particularly Jn the ilbngitudinal direction when the

compound sanitary napkin is worn. Preferab y, thfc compound sanitary napkin is

capable of elongating in the longitudinal direction between about 15% and about
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«f its unstretched length. This extensibility provide better in-use fit, comfort
and decreased staining when the compound sanitary napkin is affixed to the wearer's
undergarments. Sanitary napkins having extensible components are described in US
Patent Application Serial Nos. 07/915,133 and 07/915,284 both filed July 23 1992

'

m the name of Osbom, et al. (PCT .Publication Nos. WO 93/01785 and 93/01786

'

both published February 4, 1993). The discldsureslof the preceding publications are
incorporated herein by reference.

In one preferred embodiment the primary; absorbent member 30 and the
secondary absorbent member 50 share a common length 65. The common length,
refers to the length that the primary abso, bent imember 30 and the secondary
absorbent member 50 have in common, however, it is quite possible for the
secondary absorbent member to be somewhat longer than the primary absorbent
member and still function effectively.

Preferably, the width of the secondary

times the width of the primary absorbent memU 30. More preferably, the wldih of
the secondary absorbent member 50 is at .left- 2 times the width of said primary
absorbent member 30. Most preferably, the width of the secondary absorbent
member 50 ,s in the range from about 3 to about 8 times the width of the primary
absorbent member 30.

To form the compound sanitary napkin] of tHe present invention, the primary
absorbent member 30 and the secondary absorbent member are joined by iunion
means generally indicated as 70 in FIGS. 2 and 3: The precise nature of the lunion
means is immaterial so long as the union means selected serves to join the primary .

absorbent member 30 and the secondary abso tent jmember 50 into the compound
sanitary napkin 20 of the present invention wi h sufficient tenacity that the primary
absorbent member 30 and the secondary absor >ent member 50 are not disconnected
during use. Union means such as adhesive attachment with well known hot melt and
pressure sensitive adhesives are quite satisfactory. |f the nature of the components
selected to construct the constituents of the compound sanitary napkin 20 so permit,

heat welding/ultrasonic welding, dynamic mechanical bonds or a combination (if any
of the above-mentioned means cart be used.

: :
;

While particular embodiments of the pi esent; invention have been illustrated

and described, it would be obvious to those skilled in the art that various other
changes and modifications can be made without departing from the spirit and scope
of the invention. It is therefore intended to coyer ih the appended claims alf such
changes and modifications that are .within the scope of this invention.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1

*"T^ saoitary napkin comprising a primary absorbent member and asecondary absorbent member; ,

said primary absorbent member including an absorbent core, an outer cover abase having a width and an apex havijg a width, said base being juxtaposed
said secondary absorbent member and said apex being vertically opposed to
said base, sa,d base width being greater than iaid apex width and
saad secondary absorbent member including a; liquid impervious backsheet andan absorbent element joined to said ^acksheet, said secondary absorbent

•

™mbeT bei«8 Joined with said primary Absorbent member.

The compound sanitary napkin of Claim;.! wherein said primary absorbent
member comprises an absorbent core ofjgencrally triangular cross-section.

3. The compound sanitary napkin of l.

member comprises a containment layer

Claifr 1 wherein said primary absorbent

The compound sanitary napkin of Claim

member comprises an acquisition layer.

The compound sanitary napkin of u
member comprises a resilient member.

Claiih 1 wherein said primary absorbent

The compound sanitary napkin of

comprises a foam.

The compound sanitary napkin of

comprises a polyurethane foam.

.8. The compound sanitary napkin of Claim

wrapped in a containment layer.

9. The compound sanitary napkin of Claim

wrapped in an acquisition layer.

1 0. The compound sanitary napkin of Claim

wrapped in both an acquisition layer and a

1 wherein said primary absorbent

Claim 5 Wherein said resilient member

Claiin 6 wherein said resilient member

5 wherein said resilient member is

5 wherein said resilient member is

5 wherein said resilient member is

Containment layer.



The compound sanitary napkin of

comprises a plurality ofcore members.

The compound sanitary napkin of

comprise a foam.

(flaim;! wherein said absprberit core

Claim ;11 wherein said core members

The compound sanitary napkin of Glai

member comprises a containment laye;

The compound sanitary napkin of Clajm 13| wherein said core members , are

wrapped in a containment layer.

m 1 1; wherein said primary absorbent

The Compound sanitary napkin of

member comprises an acquisition layer

Claim 11; wherein said primary absorbent

The compound sanitary napkin of Clai^n 15; wherein said core members are

wrapped in an acquisition layer.

The compound sanitary napkin of Claito 11 wherein said core members are

generally in the shape of parallelepipeds.

The compound sanitary napkin of G
comprise elongate absorbent pads of g<

aim 11 wherein said core members

enerally circular crossrsection.

A compound sanitary napkin comprising

secondary absorbent member;

said primary absorbent member including

plurality of core members, an outer

haying a width, said base being juxtaposed

and said apex being vertically opposec

greater than said apex width; and

said secondary member including a

absorbent element joined with said

member being joined with said primary

a plrimary absorbent member land a

a;n absorbent core comprising a

V a base having a width, and an apex

safid secondary absorbent member

to said base, said base width jbeing

iquid
; impervious backsheet arid an

tacksHeet, said secondary absorbent

Absorbent member.
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20. The compound sanitary napkin of
member further comprises a resilient mimber.

Cflaim 19 wherein primary absorbent
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ANATOMICAL COMPOUND SANITARY NAPKIN

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
The present invention pertains to 4 compound sanitary napkin.

; The

compound sanitary napkin comprises a primary ibsorbent member including an

absorbent core and an outer cover. The primaijy absorbent member has a base and an

apex; the apex being vertically opposed to the Use. ! The width of the base is greater

than the width of the apex. The compound] sanitary napkin further comprises a

secondary absorbent member that is joined with Ithe primary absorbent niember

juxtaposed the base. The secondary absorbent mem
t

ber preferably comprises a liquid

impervious backsheet and an absorbent material joined thereto: Optionally, the

secondary absorbent member includes a backshbet, aj topsheet joined to the backsheet

and an absorbent core disposed between the backsheet and the topsheet.

j-

i

!
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ANATOMICAL COMPOUND ^ANITARY NAPKIN

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

The present invention pertains to a
j

compound sanitary napkin.
;
The

compound sanitary napkin comprises a primary absorbent member including an

absorbent core and an outer cover/ The primary absorbent member has a base and an

apex; the apex being vertically opposed to the base. The width of the base is greater

than the width of the apex. The compound I sanitary napkin further comprises a

secondary absorbent member that is joined >jvith the primary absorbent member

juxtaposed the base. The secondary absorbent jnember preferably comprises a liquid

impervious backsheet and an absorbent material jbined thereto. Optionally, the

secondary absorbent member includes a backsheet, a topsheet joined to the backsheet

and an absorbent core disposed between the bacjksheet and the topsheet.



ANATOMICAL COMPOUND s|ANITARY NAPKIN

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to disposab e sanitary napkins. As used herein,

sanitary napkins are considered to be absorbent devices designed to be worn

externally of the body by women, usually during their menstrual periods, and to

receive and contain menses and other vaginal discharges. Disposable sanitary

napkins are intended to be discarded after use and soiling rather than being cleaned

and reused.
j

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
In their simplest form, disposable sanit iry napkins comprise an absorbent

element (sometimes referred to as an absorben: core) interposed between a liquid

pervious body-contacting element (sometimes referred to as a topsheet or an

overwrap) and a liquid impervious protective |>arrier (sometimes referred to as a

backsheet). The absorbent element is intended
j
to receive and contain menses land

other vaginal discharges. The body-contacting Element is intended to provide njiore

or less comfortable and dry-feeling contact witji body surfaces while allowing jfree

passage of fluids therethrough into the absorbent element. The protective barrier is

intended to prevent menses or other vaginal discharges which are expelled or which

escape from the absorbent element from soiling tjie user's garments,
j

In addition to . the three functional elements mentioned above, disposable

sanitary napkins are generally provided with meajis for: supporting the device adjabent

the user's crotch area, even as the user moves, vfhere it can most effectively perform

its intended fiinction. Typically, sanitary napljins are provided with an adhejsive

attachment means for securing the device to jhe inner crotch area of the user's

undergarments.
; j

While previously known sanitary napkins! do perform their intended function,

each conventional design suffers from bertai^i deficiencies in one or more of

absorbency of body fluids, protection of the ujser's garments from soiling, an|d/or

physical comfort to the user.
j

With respect to disposable sanitary na|)kins,; at least two general clajsses

presently exist. One such class is identified as being intended for the absorption of

medium to high menstrual flows. These sanijary napkins offer a relatively high

absorptive capacity. Absorptive capacity is ccjmmohly achieved by providing! the



sanitary napkin with a relatively thick and bulky absorbent member. While having a

relatively high absorptive capacity, the bulkinesi of the absorbent member may |ause

a certain degree ofwearing discomfort.

A second class of sanitary napkins are! intended for light or low menstrual

flows and are commonly referred to as pantilinjers or pantishields. Sanitary napkins

of this class, as a group, are thinner, somewljat more flexible and generally jmore

comfortable than those of the first class. However, sanitary napkins of the second

class typically lack the absorptive capacity of sanitary napkins of the first class.
j

;

One attempt to provide the benefits of.tjie previously described two claskes of

sanitary napkins into a single compound sanitary napkin is disclosed in comrnonly

assigned U.S. Patent No. 4,425,130 issued to pesMarais on January 10, 1984j The

compound sanitary napkin of DesMarais com|jrises: a primary menstrual pad |and a

panty protector joined to one another at their
|

corresponding ends in such a rrpnner

that the two constituents are free to move rejative :to one another along essentially,

their entire common length. The primary menstrual pad is intended to absorb the

bulk of the bodily fluids discharged by the usej, white the panty protector is intended

to protect the user's garments from soiling. Injuse, the relative freedom of movement

between the primary menstrual pad and the>anty protector serves to maintain the

primary menstrual pad adjacent the user's crotch region while the panty protector

remains associated with the user's undergarrnent. While the relative freedom of

movement between the primary menstrual pjad and the panty protector selves to

maintain the primary menstrual pad near th<j user's crotch region, this freedom of

movement may lead to a lack of stability if thf primary menstrual pad moves laterally

beyond the side edges of the panty protertor, providing an opportunity for soiling the..

user's undergarment. , !

Furthermore, the relative freedom
|
of movement between the primary

menstrual pad and the panty protector alone may be insufficient to capture; bodily

fluid as it exits the wearer's vaginal opening.>e primary menstrual pad is preferably

narrow enough to at least reside partially wuhin the external genitalia, Opjionally,

the primary menstrual pad may be wider thaji the distance between the labia jmajpra,

but exhibits a lateral compression or conformability at relatively low forces,
j

such as

the forces exerted by the soft, tissue )ot th4. fen^?' ^^:geni#a.;$ucji:.ttet;;a.

portion of the, primary menstrual pad is able to at least reside partially wjthm the.

external female genitalia. By being conformable at relatively low forces, the! primary

absorbent member remains comfortable ijuring use. In addition, the
j

pnmary



menstrual pad preferably exhibits a resilient recovery to enable the pad to conforjm to

the body as the pad and body interface is subjected to shape changes.

As the primary menstrual pad is made [narrower to fit the body, the fianty

protector preferably remains sufficiently wide enough; to provide a stable attachment

5
:

to the wearer's undergarment and to sufficiently [cover the undergarment to protect it

from soiling.
|

: j

SUMMARY OF THE ijwENTION

The present invention pertains to a! compound sanitary napkin. {The

to compound sanitary napkin comprises a primary absorbent member including an

absorbent core and an outer cover. The primary! absorbent member has a base arjid an

apex; the apex being vertically opposed to the b^se. the width of the base is greater

than the width of the apex. The compound kanitajy napkin further comprises a

. secondary absorbent member that is joined vjath the primary absorbent meftiber

15 juxtaposed the base. The secondary absorbent ijnember preferably comprises a ljquid

impervious backsheet and an absorbent material joined thereto. Optionally) the

secondary absorbent member comprises a bicksheet, a topsheet joined to the

backsheet and an absorbent core disposed betwejen the backsheet and the topsheet.

20 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF tHE DRAWINGS

While the specification concludes with claims particularly pointing out and

distinctly claiming the present invention, it is believed that the present inventioij will

be better understood from the following descrip ion in conjunction with the foliojwing

drawings, in which like reference numbers identify identical elements and whereiiji:

25 FIG. 1 is a top plan view of one embodiment of the compound saiiitary

napkin ofthe present invention;
|

i

FIG. 2 is a side elevation view of the jcompbund sanitary napkin sho\j/n in

fig. i;
: . \

: '.\'
•

.
. I, :

FIGS. 3 and 3A are cross-sectional views of the compound sanitary napkin

30 shown in FIGS: 1 and 2 as taken along section l}ne 3-3 ofFIG. 2; and

FIGS. 4, 5, 6 and 7 are cross-sectional views of alternative embodiments of

the compound sanitary napkin of the present indention.
|

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OpTHE INVENTION I .

35 This invention is of a body fitting compound sanitary napkin which exhibits >

absorbency for bodily fluids, the protection of fhe user's garments from soiling and



physical comfort to the user. The term "sanitary) napkin", as used herein, refers ip an
article which is worn by females adjacent to

j

the pudendal region and ^hkjh is

intended to absorb and contain the various exudates ;which are discharged froni the

body (e:g., blood, menses, and urine) and which is intended to be discarded after a

single use (i.e., it is riot intended to be laundered or otherwise restored or reused).

The term "compound sanitary napkin", as used herein, refers to a sanitary na|pkin

comprised of separate constituents joined to one another to form a unitary structure.

Interlabial devices which reside partially within knd partially external of the wearers
vestibule are also within the scope of this inj/ention. As used herein, the jerm
"pudendal" refers to the externally visible female genitalia and is limited to the labia

majora, the labia minora, the clitoris, and the vestibule

FIGS. 1-3 show one preferred embodiment of a compound sanitary napkijrt 20

of the present invention. As can be seen in HCxi. 1-3, the compound sanitary napkin

20 comprises a primary absorbent member 30 aijd a secondary absorbent;member 50

joined together by union means 70. The compound sanitary napkin has two surfaces;

a body contacting or facing surface 87, and a garment facing or contacting suijface

55. The primary and secondary absorbent members each have corresponding tyody

facing and garment facing surfaces. The conjpound sanitary napkin 20 has two

centerlines, a longitudinal centerline L and a jtransverse centerlihe T. The term

"longitudinal", as use herein, refers to a line, apcis or direction in the plane o^ the

compound sanitary napkin that is generally aligried with (e.g., approximately parallel

to) a vertical plane which bisects a standing wearer into left and right body halves

when the compound sanitary napkin is worn. Tfre tertns "transverse" or "lateral
0

, as

used herein, are interchangeable, and refer, to a line, axis, or direction which lies

within the plane of the compound sanitary napkin that is generally perpendicular to

the longitudinal direction.
|

The primary absorbent member 30 has sijle edges 24 and end edges 25 wjhich

together form the periphery 26 of the primary absorbent member 30. The secondary

absorbent member 50 has side edges 21 and end edges 22 which together forni the

periphery 23 of the secondary absorbent membejr and ithe compound sanitary napkin

20. The compound sanitary napkin 20 has a firsjt end region 27, a central regiori 28,

and a second end region 29. 1

The primary absorbent member 30 is I that constituent of the compcjund

sanitary napkin 20 intended to absorb the bulk otfbodiljy fluids discharged by the liser.

The primary absorbent member 30 comprises! an absorbent means 33, suclji as

absorbent core 34, and an outer cover 32 supepmposed on the absorbent corq
1

34.



(As used herein, the term "superimposed" me£ns adjacent or juxtaposed, bu< not

necessarily in contact with or joined to.) Preferably, the entire outer cover 32 is

liquid pervious, however, other embodiments aj-e contemplated wherein portions of

the outer cover are liquid impervious or hydrophobic. Further, it has been founcj.that

the general shape of the primary absorbent njiember 30 can affect the absorbent

characteristics of the sanitary napkin 20 as well las the overall comfort to the wearer,

Generally, a compound sanitary napkin comprising a primary absorbent member 30

having a base that is wider than the apex (thjat portion of the primary absorbent

member 30 intended to fit at least partially within the external female genitalia]) will

have increased effectiveness and comfort. ! ;

As shown in FIGS. 3 and 3 A, the primaijy absorbent member 30 has a vejrtical

centerline 200, a base 10 having a width B and an apex 15 vertically opposed tjo the

base 10, the apex having a width A. (The widths A and B of the apex 15 arjd the

base 10, respectively, of a preferred compound sanitary napkin are best shojvn in

FIG. 3 A.) As used herein, the term "base" (efers to that portion of the primary

absorbent member 30 having the greatest wijith B which is juxtaposed the body

facing surface 87 of the secondary absorbent njiember 50. (The "width" at anyjgiven

location is determined by measuring the lateral pr transverse dimension at that

location Thus, a measurement is taken generally perpendicular to the vertical

centerline 200 and generally parallel to the trahsverie centerline T.) The basej 15 is

not limited to any particular, shape or width, $o long as the base 10 has a width B

which is greater than the apex 15 width A. I At least a portion of the base 10 is

preferably joined with, or in face-to-face contact wijth the body facing surface 87 of

the secondary absorbent member 50! (As usedjherein, the term "joined" encompasses

configurations whereby an element is directly $ecur<sd to another element by ajffixing

the element to the other element, as well as configurations whereby an element is

indirectly secured to another element by af&xing the element to an interniediate

member or members which in turn are affixed tjo the ;other element.)
|

The apex 15 is that portion of the primary absorbent member 30 wfiich is

vertically opposed to the base 10 and the secondary absorbent member 50. Thje apex

15 may be any shape arid may have any width |a les$ than the width B of the bjise 10.

Preferably, the apex 15 is shaped and sized jo comfortably reside at least pjartiaUy

within the external female genitalia. Thus, ajs shown in FIGS. 3-7, the apex 15 is

preferably at least partia.lly curved, rounded <j>r otherwise shaped to conformj to the

wearer's body. Other embodiments, howeveq are contemplated wherein the ajpex 15

is flat, pointed or generally non-curvilinear. j _ \



Preferably, the outer cover 32 is compliant, soft feeling, and non-irritatiiig to

the wearer's skin. Further, as stated above, at le^st a portion of the outer cover j« is

liquid ••pervious, 'permitting liquid to readily jjenetrate through its thickness] A
suitable outer cover 32 may be manufactured fi^m a wide range Of materials sulh as

woven and nonwoven materials; polymeric njiaterials such as apertured fojmed
thermoplastic films, apertured plastic films, anjd hydroformed thermoplastic films-

porous foams; reticulated foams; reticulated thermoplastic films; and thermopljastic

scrims, Suitable woven and nonwoven materials can be comprised of natural fibers

(e.g., wood or cotton fibers), synthetic fibers (e.g., polymeric fibers sucji. as

polyester, polypropylene, or polyethylene fibersj); or from a combination of nakiral

and synthetic fibers.
'

j

The outer cover 32 may be a unitary member or may be comprised of tw|o or

more elements joined together to form the outef.'cover 32. Further, the any pojtion

of the materials comprising the outer cover 32 may be coated, laminated, treatejd or

otherwise manipulated to impart or enhance any desired characteristics sucji as

strength, flexibility, liquid perviousriess or impenjaousrtess.

A preferred outer cover 32 comprisjes formed film having apertures.

Apertured formed films are preferred for the! outer cover 32 because they are

generally pervious to body exudates and yetj non-absorbent, thus reducing the

likelihood of liquids passing back through the fjlm and rewetting the wearer's ?kin.

Accordingly, the surface of the formed film which is in contact with the body renjains

dry, thereby reducing body spiling and creating a more comfortable feel for the

wearer. Further formed films are easily manufactured with non-apertured portions

that provide liquid impervious areas that Iprevent any fluids from passing

therethrough. Suitable formed films are describe^ in U.S. Pat. No. 3,929,135, is.;ued

to Thompson on December 30, 1975; U.S. Pat. |*o. 4,324,246, issued to Mullane, et

al. on April 13, 1982; U.S. Pat. No. 4,342,3 14, jissued to Radel, et al. on August 3,

1982; U.S. Pat. No. 4,463,045, issued to Ahr, ej al. on July 31, 1984; and U.S. Pat.

No. 5,006,394, issued to Baird on April 9, ll 991.; Each of these patents are

incorporated herein by reference. One especially preferred outer cover 32 for] the

primary absorbent member 30 of the present jinventiori comprises a formed film

described in one or more of the above patents ajnd marketed on sanitary napkins by

The Procter & Gamble Company of Cincinnati, (j»hio as "DRI-WEAVE";
j

In a preferred embodiment of the presenjt invention, the body facing surface

of at least a portion of the outer cover 32 is hycfrophilic so as to help liquid trarjsfer

through the outer cover 32 faster than if the body facing surface was not hydropljilic.



This diminishes the likelihood that menstrual fluid Will flow off the outer cover 32
rather than flowing into and being absorbed by [the absorbent core 34. In a preferred

embodiment, surfactant is incorporated into the polymeric materials of the formed
film such as is described in U.S. Patent Application; Serial No. 08/072,660, entitled

"Absorbent Article Having a Nonwoven and j\pertured Film Coversheet" filed on
June 4, 1993 by Aziz, et al., which is incorporated herein by reference. Alternatively,

the body facing surface of the outer cover 32 can be; made hydrophilic by treating it

with a surfactant such as described in U.S. Patj. No. 4,950,264 issued to Osborn on-

August 21, 1990 and which is incorporated herein by reference.

As stated above, the outer cover 32! is preferably superimposed on the

absorbent core 34. To insure proper fluid transfer between the outer cover 32 and
the absorbent core 34 it is preferred that the ou^er cover be substantially continuously

joined to the underlying absorbent core 34 throughout their common association or

interface. By substantially continuously joiningj the outer cover 32 to the underlying

absorbent core 34 the outer cover 32 will haveja reduced tendency to separate jfrom

the absorbent core 34 during use. Separation j>f the absorbent core from the Outer

cover 32 may inhibit fluid transfer from the jouter cover 32 into the underlying

absorbent core 34. The outer coyer 32 may bfe joined to the absorbent core 34 by
any suitable means, including, but not limited to joining the outer cover 32 with the

absorbent core 34 with adhesives such as by spiay-gluing or applying lines or spots

of adhesives between the outer cover 32 and thej absorbent core 34. Alternatively, or

additionally, the outer cover 32 may be joined \jvith the absorbent core 34 simply by

wrapping the outer cover 32 about the absorbent core 34, by entangling the fibers of
the absorbent core 34 with the outer cover 32,1 by fusing the outer cover 32 to the I

absorbent core 34 with a plurality of discrete individual fusion bonds, or by any other \

means known in the art. I

Referring now to FIG. 3, it can be seen that outer cover 32 completely wfraps

the absorbent core 34 of the primary absorbent
[
member 30. The outer cover.-%2 is

shown in FIG. 3 to have a seam 85 adjacent the secondary absorbent membe| 50.

Although such a configuration is advantageous jto keep the seam 85 away from; any

body contact, the figure is not meant to limit ithe scope of the invention. Other

suitable embodiments are contemplated wherejn the seam 85 is disposed in- any

location about the absorbent core. Further, any number of seams, folds, pleat's or

bonds in the outer coyer 32 are acceptable so lohg as the primary absorbent member

30 is able to function to absorb and contain bodjily fluids while being comfortabje to

wisar. The outer cover 32 of the primary absorbent member 30 is shown in FIG. b to



be a separate and distinct element from the topkheet:52 of the secondary absorbent
member 50. In such embodiments, the outer fcover 32 is. preferably joined to the
topsheet 52 of the secondary absorbent member 50 by union means 70.

In another embodiment, as shown in F\G. 4, the outer cover 32 does not
completely encircle the absorbent core 34 of jthe primary absorbent member! 30.
Rather, the outer cover 32 substantially encirclj* the; absorbent core 34. (As \iscd

herein, the term "substantially encircle" means jthat the outer cover overlays ijiore

than half of the absorbent core, and more preferably most of the absorbent ,c<j>re)

Because the outer cover 32 does not completely encircle the absorbent core i, a
channel 80 is formed; The channel 80 provides aj means for any liquid not retained by
the primary absorbent member 30 to be deposited onto the topsheet 52j the

absorbent element 56 or any other element of tjhe secondary absorbent membef 50
such that it may be absorbed and contained theijein. (An alternative embodiment of
the present invention comprising a channel"80 is ;jhown in FIG. 5.)

Optionally, as shown in FIG. 5, the outer cover 32 of the primary absorbent
member 30 and the topsheet 52 ofthe secondary kbsorbent member 50 may compjrise

a single web of material, such as web 100,
j

In ;such embodiments web !l00

substantially encircles the absorbent core 34 of thb primary absorbent member 30^land-
extends outwardly therefrom to cover at least ajportion of the secondary absorbent

member 50. Suitable materials for use as the Web 100 are described above iith

regard to the outer cover 32 of the primary absorbent member and the topsheet S% of.

the secondary absorbent member 50.

Although the web 100, as shown in FIG.i5 may cover the entire body fading

surface of the second absorbent member 50, it lieed riot do so. Further, the exact
;

configuration of the web 100 may vary so loijig as it substantially encircles jthe

absorbent core 34 of the primary absorbent member 30. Thus, the web 100 ijiay

completely wrap the core 34 or may form the channel 8.0, as shown in FIG. 5: j
In the embodiment ofFIG. 5 the Web 100 serves as a union means connectjing

the primary absorbent member 30 and the secondary; absorbent member" together.

The compound sanitary napkin may also include
j
additional union means to connect

the primary absorbent member 30 to the seconjdary absorbent member: Suitable

additional union means include but are not limited to adhesives, fusion bonds or jmy

other uiiion means as described herein. 1 i

The absorbent core 34 of the present invention; primarily functions to absorb

and contain body exudates. However, in some preferred embodiments, the absorbent

core 34 functions as a shaping member to maintain the shape of the primary



9

absorbent member 30. Thus, the absorbent core 34; may be any absorbent mjeans

which is generally compressible, conformable, resilient, non-irritating to the wearer's

skin and capable of absorbing and containing tjody exudates. Preferably, the jtotal

absorbent capacity of the absorbent core 34 shcjuld be compatible with the intended

5 exudate loading for the primary absorbent mejmber 30 of the compound saftitary

. napkin 20. Further, the absorbent capacity of thp absorbent core 34 may be varied to

, accommodate wearers ranging in the expected Amount of exudate fluid volume:; For

instance, a different absorbent capacity may
j
be utilized for compound sanitary

napkins intended for day time use as compare^ with those intended for night i time

io use, or for compound sanitary napkins intended for use by teenage females as

compared with those intended by more mature women. !

. The absorbent core 34 may be manufactured from a wide variety of liquid

v absorbent materials commonly used in disposable sanitary napkins, and |>ther

disposable absorbent articles. Examples' of (suitable absorbent materials include

is comminuted wood pulp, which is generally referred .to' as airfelt; creped cellulose

wadding, modified cross-linked cellulose fibers iuch as those described in U.S. Pjatent

No. 5,217,445 issued to Young, et al. on June $, 1993; capillary channel fibers (fibers

having intra-fiber capillary channels such as jthosei described in U.S. Patent; No.

5,200,248 issued to Thompson, et al. on April 6, 1993); absorbent foams suph as

io those described in U.S. Patent No. 5,260,3^5, issued to DesMarais, et ajl. on

• November 9, 1993; U S. Patent No. 5,268,^44 issued to DesMarais, et a|L on

December 7, 1993; U.S. Patent No. 5,331,015 jssuedj to DesMarais et ah, on July 19,

1994; and U.S. Patent No. 5,387,207 issued tjo Dyer et al,, on February 7, 11995);

thermally bonded airlay materials such as tho^e material described in U.S. patent

25 Application Serial No. 08/141,156, entitled! ''Catamenial Absorbent Stru|tures

'.; Having Thermally. Bonded Layers For Improved Handling of Menstrual Fluids and

••

:
. Their Use In Catamenial Pads Having Improved Fit aind Comfort' filed in the j name

of Richards, et al. on October 21, 1993 (P&<3 Case 5051); polyurethane, absorbent

sponges; synthetic staple fibers; polymeric fibers; hydrogel-forming polymer: gelling

30 agents; peat moss; glass fibers or any equivalent materials or combinaticjns of

materials. All of the above-identified Patends and patent applications are thereby
"

incorporated by reference herein.
j ; :

Suitable absorbent cores comprising f^ams are described in U S. PaJ. No.

5,2^0,345 issued November 9, 1993; US, Pad No. 5,147;345 issued September . 1 5,
:

35 1992; and U.S: Pat. No. 5,149,720 issued September 22, 1992. The first anc| third

patents listed in the names of DesMarais, et ajl., and the second patent issued; in the



name of Young, et al. Additional cores comprising foams are described in European

Application 0 293 208 Bl. Absorbent cores c0mpriisihg sponges are describeji in

U.S. Pat. Nds, 3,512,530; and 3,954,493; and French Patent 2,203,827. Examples of

alternative suitable absorbent cores are describee} in detail in co-pending U.S. Patent

Application Serial. No. 08/277,733 (P&G Casej5395). All of the above-identified

references are hereby incorporated by reference jhereih. Another suitable absorbent

core comprises polyurethane foam available! frorn Foamex under the tiade

designation Foamex 08-8982. • k
Materials selected for use as the absorbent core 34 are preferably compliant,

soft, comfortable, compressible and resilient to Enhance body fit and comfort of! the

primary absorbent member 30. Preferably, the! absorbent core 34 is compressible

such that the primary absorbent member 30 will jdeform under relatively small foixes

that are experienced during normal use. In Addition to being compressible,
j
the

materials comprising the absorbent core are preferably conformable such that the

primary absorbent member 30 is able to providje improved fit into and around the

labia and perineum. While being generally xcjmpressible and conformable uijider

relatively small forces/ those forces exerted by the external female genitalia during

use, it is also important that the primary absorbent meinber 30 be sufficiently resilient

such that when subjected to normal wearing forqes it does not permanently collapse.

In some preferred embodiments, the absorbent! core 34 will provide the prinjiary

absorbent member 30 with the desired resilient characteristics. In other preferred

embodiments, a separate resilient member, as flrthers discussed below, will provide

the primary absorbent member 30 with the desirjed resilient characteristics such jthat

the primary absorbent member 30 conforms to tjhe contours of the body to provide

intimate contact with the exposed genitalia of the female user Intimate contact with

the exposed female genitalia helps provide betted fluid transfer from the user into' the

primary absorbent member 30 without allowing fluid to bypass and/or run-off the

primary absorbent member 30. While the resilient characteristics of the absorbent

core 34 allow for improved fit, they must be j
balanced against the need for the

product to be both soft and comfortable for the vfeareri
j

As shown in FIGS. 3 and 5, preferred embodiments of the present invention

comprise absorbent cores 34 having a core member 36 of generally triangular crjDSS-

section. In this embodiment, the core member 36 is preferably resilient so as to jielp.

maintain the desired shape of the primary absorbent member 30. The core member

36 or members are preferably elongate, having ja dimension in the direction of! the

length of the sanitary napkin 20. (In FIG; 5/ this absorbent core 34 is a single iore



member 36 of somewhat "mushroom" crosjs-section.) This, core configuration
provides the primary absorbent member 30 with a base 10 having a width B wider
than the width A of the apex 15. However, the absorbent core 34 may comprise a
wide variety of shapes such as rectangular, ovid, trapezoidal, pentagonal, U-shaped,
Z-folded, and still provide the primary absorbent member 30 with a base width B
greater than apex width A, Examples of other preferred core configurations are

shown in FIGS. 6 and 7. !

j

In FIG. 6, the core 34 comprises a plurality ofcore members 36 that provide
the preferred body fitting shape of the primary absorbent member 30. In one
preferred embodiment, as shown in FIG. 6, thejcore members 36 are in the shape of
elongated parallelepipeds. However, the shape] size.number and arrangement <j>f the

core members 36 may vary so long as the primary absorbent member 30 miy be
provided with a base width B greater than the apex width A Further, the! core

members 36 may comprise any material as described herein with regard tG the

absorbent core, the absorbent layer, the acquisition layer or any other absorbent

.

material as is known in the art. Examples of preferred materials for use in the core

members are the absorbent foams described in U;s! Patent No. 5,260,345, issued to

DesMarais, et al. on November 9, 1993; U,S. Patent No . 5,268,244 issue|d to

DesMarais, et al. on December 7, 1993; U.S: Patent No. 5,331,015 issued to

DesMarais et al , on July 19, 1994; and U.S, Patent No. 5,387,207 issued to Dyer et

al., on February 7, 1995.

In a preferred embodiment, the cork members 36 are wrapped jin a

containment layer 35. The containment layer 3$ may! comprise any material thaj will

absorb and contain fluids, including, but not limited to those described herein
j
with

respect to absorbent cores and acquisition! layers. An especially preferred

containment layer 35 comprises thermally bonded air laid, as described above, ahd in

U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 08/141,156] Further, each core member 3d and

containment layer 35 is preferably wrapped i in an acquisition layer 46 I The
acquisition layer 46 may comprise any

. of khe materials as further described :

hereinbelow with regard to acquisition layers. I A particularly preferred acquisition

layer 46 comprises a nonwoven web, such asj the honwoven web available jfront

Fiberweb North America under the trade designation P-9. As shown in FIG. 6[ the

outer cover 32 is superimposed over the arrangement of core members 36 to form
the primary absorbent member 30 of the present invention! Examples of cither

suitable core member materials, shapes, sizes jarid arrangements are describejd in

further detail in U.S. Patents 4,340,058 entitled fSanitjary Napkin" issued to Pier|e et



al, on July 20, 1982 (describing elongate absorbent pads with generally circular

cross-sections); and 4,490,147 entitled "Absorbent Sanitary Napkin" issued to Pierce

et al., on December 25, 1984; each of which is incorporated by reference herein. ;

The primary absorbent member 30 may further comprise a resilient member

45 as is illustrated in FIG. 4. The primary absorbent member 30 may comprise a

single resilient member 45 or a plurality of resilient members. The resilient member

45 may be absorbent, however it need not be so. Suitable materials which may be

used as the resilient member 45 include, but arf not limited to nylon, polypropylene,

polyurethane, polyethylene, polyester, synthetic rubber, glass fibers and other

synthetic materials such as formed films, or natural materials such as rubber, sponges,

and the like or any suitable material which is capable of resisting collapse under

normal wearing conditions of sanitary napkins! during use. One preferred resjilient

member comprises polyurethane foam availajble from Foamex under the trade

designation Foamex 08-8982. The resilient mbmber 45 may be manufactured in a

wide variety of shapes such as rectangular, triangular, oval, square, pentagonal, U-

shaped, Z-folded or any other shape as is knowi) in the art.

The resilient member 45 may extend throughout the entire length of the.

primary absorbent member 30. The resilient miember 45 may only extend through a

portion of the length of the primary absorbent ijnember 30; The resilient membpr 45

may be positioned within the first end region ^7, thb central region 28, the sejcond

end region 29 or any combination of the abov$. For example, the resilient member

45 may be positioned in either the first end regiion 27 or the second end region £9 of

the primary absorbent member 30, in both the first end region 27 and the secoh<jl end

region 29 of the primary absorbent member |30, in the central region 28 ojf the

primary absorbent member 30, or in the central iregion 28 and the end regions 21 and

29 of the primary absorbent member 30. The resiliency of the resilient member|45 is

preferably not affected by the presence of bod>j exudates absorbed by and contained

within the absorbent core. The sustained resiliency of the resilient member 45

permits the primary absorbent member 30 to maintain intimate contact with the ibody /

of the wearer during use. The primary absorbent member 30 may include a resilient

member 45 similar to the internal shaping component disclosed in U.S. Patent

Application Serial No. 08/225,441, (P&G Caje 5 109R), entitled "Sanitary Napkin

having an Internal Shaping Component", filed April 8, 1994, in the name of CkrI L.

Bergman. The disclosure of the above referenced application is incorporated Ijerein

byreference.
!



FIG. 7 shows an alternative embodiment of the compound sanitary napkin 20

comprising a primary absorbent member 30 including a resilient member 45 having a
;

generally sinusoidal cross-section, the core [member preferably being elongate.

(Although the resilient member 45 having sinusoidal cross-section is a preferred .

embodiment, a core member of any shape, cross-section or combination of shapes

and/br cross-sections would suffice so long als the primary absorbent member 30

could be provided with the base width greater jthan the apex width. Some

nonlimiting examples of shapes and cross-sections include, but are not limited to

cylinders, cubes, spheres, circles, rectangles, $quare;s, arcs, angles, curves, z-folds,

etc.) As shown, the curved resilient member 4|5 provides support for the apex =15 of

the primary absorbent member 30 as well as jlateral spacing at the base 10.
1
The

resilient member 45 may comprise any of the i above-described absorbent materials.

An especially preferred resilient material is tjie polyurethane foam availablei from

Foamex under the trade designation Foamex 1 08-8982. As shown in FIG. 7, the

absorbent core 34 preferably comprises a containment layer 35 and an acquisition

layer 46. Preferred containment layers and acquisition layers are described in gjreater

detail above with regard to the embodiment depicted=in FIG. 6.

The primary absorbent member 30 may comprise an acquisition layer H6, as

shown in FIG. 4, positioned between the outef cover 32 and the absorbent core 34.,

The acquisition layer 46 may serve several functions including improving wickjing of

exudates over and into the absorbent core I
34. By improving the wickjng of

exudates, the acquisition layer 46 provides a jjnore even distribution of the exjidates

throughout the absorbent core 34. The acquisition layer 46 may be comprised of

several different materials including nonwoWn or woven webs of synthetic! fibers

including polyester, polypropylene, or polyethylene; natural fibers including cojton or

cellulose; blends of such fibers; or any equivalent materials or combinations of

materials. Examples of sanitary napkins having an acquisition layer are moije fully

described in U.S. Pat: No, 4,950,264 issuedj to Qsborn and U.S. Pat. Application

Serial No. 07/944,764, "Absorbent Article Hjaving; Fused LayersM ,
filed October 7,

1992 in the names of Cree, et al. Each of th^se references is incorporated herein by

reference. In a preferred embodiment, the acquisition layer 46 may be joined \yith the

outer cover 32 by any of the conventional rheahs for joining webs togethej, most

preferably by fusion bonds as is more fully described in the above-referenced Cree

application. j

•

While the primary absorbent member :30 can be generally <j)f any

cross-sectional shape in its unstressed condition it is preferably triangular inj cross-



secnon such that the base 10 has a width B greater than the width A of the ape* 15
The length 40 and the width 41 of the primary:absorbent member 30 can be of any
convenient dimension. The primary absorbent member 30. is preferably from about 2
to 35 cm long, more preferably from about 10 jto 35 cm long, and most preferably

>
from about 20 to 35 cm long. A particularly preferred primary absorbent member 30
has a length of about 24 cm. The primary absorbent member 30, is preferably from
about 0.5 to 5 cm wide, more preferably from jabout 0.5 to about 4 cm wide land
most preferably from about 0.5 to about 3 cm wife : V

It may be desirable to provide a compound sanitary napkin having a primary
absorbent member with varying degrees of width or caliper throughout its length
For example, the primary absorbent member may be relatively thicker in the central
region 28 as opposed to the end regions 27 4nd 29. Alternatively, the primary
absorbent member may be relatively thinner in the central region 28 as opposed to
the end regions 27 and 29.

The second constituent of the compound sanitary napkin 20 of the present
invention is the secondary absorbent member 50.! The secondary absorbent mehjber
can be of generally rectangular shape. Howevef, other suitable shapes include Ibut
are not limited to oval, hourglass, dog-bone, asymmetric and other shapes that lare
known in the art. Further, the secondary absprbent member 50 of the presjent
invention is preferably relatively thin and flexible. The secondary absorbent member
50 preferably has a caliper of less than about 3.0 millimeters, more preferably Jess
than about 2.6 millimeters, even more preferably less than about 2.2 millimeters,4nd
most preferably less than about 2.0 millimeters. I

f

The secondary absorbent member 50 preferably comprises an absorbent
element 56 and a liquid impervious backsheet 54ljoined with the absorbent element
56. As shown in FIG. 3, the absorbent element|56 may form the body contacting
surface 87 of the secondary absorbent member 5ft In other preferred embodiments,
as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, the secondary absorbent member 50 comprises a liquid

.

impervious backsheet 54, a liquid pervious topshej* 52 joined with the backsheet j54
and an absorbent element 56 positioned between the topsheet 52 and the backsheet
54. In yet other embodiments, as shown in FIG. 6, the secondary absorbent member
50 may comprise an acquisition layer 88 in additioij to or in place of the topsheet 52,

The topsheet 52 can be any fluid pervious material commonly used in sanitary
napkins, disposable diapers, arid the like. The topsheet 52 can be any of the materials
described above as being useful in the outer co^er 32 of the primary absorbent
member 30, including, but not limited to nonwovenp and apertured formed films,

j



The acquisition layer 88 of the secondary: absorbent member 50 may comprise
any of the materials described above with regard to the primary absorbent member's
30 acquisition layer 46. In preferred embodiments, the secondary absorbent member
50 comprises an acquisition layer 88 disposed; between the tOpsheet 52 and! the
absorbent element 56 as shown in FIG. 6. However, embodiments are contemplated
wherein the acquisition layer 88 replaces the topsheet 52, the absorbent element 56
or both: In such configurations, the acquisition layer 88 provides any absorption
characteristics desired in the secondary absorbent member 50. ;

The absorbent element 56 of the secondary absorbent member 50 primarily
functions to protect the user's garments from soiljng by absorbed fluids which may be
expelled from the primary absorbent member 30; or which may inadvertently bypass
the primary absorbent member 30. Thus, the absorbent element 56 of the secondary
absorbent member 50 generally performs a different function from that of

f
the

absorbent core 34 and is preferably somewhat thinner and less bulky than I the
absorbent core 34. The absorbent element 56>ay comprise any of the materials
described above as being useful in the absorbent bore 34 or the acquisition layersUe
and 88. However, paper tissue (either single or Multiple plies) is also suitable for Lse
in the absorbent element 56. In one preferred embodiment, the absorbent element; 56
is formed of from about 1 to about 5 plies of papejr tissue.

j

Paper tissue comprising one or more plies having a basis weight of from
about 24 to about 48 grams per square meter and an apparent density of from about

0.10 to about 0.12 grams per cubic centimeter 4 made by the process describee) in

U.S. Pat: No. 3,301,746 issued to Sanford and $isson on Jan. 31, 1967 and which
patent is hereby incorporated herein by reference has been found to be qijite

satisfactory for use as the absorbent element 56.
j

Paper tissue made by the process
described in U.S. Pat No. 3,994,771 issued to Mbrgart et al on Nov. 30, 1976, *nd :

which patent is hereby incorporated herein by reference, can also be used to good
advantage as the absorbent element 56, Wet strerjgth resins and latex binders can |>e,

and preferably are, used to provide additional strength to the paper tissue used in (he

absorbent element 56.
j

The backsheet 54 of the secondary absorbent member 50 is preferably

impervious to liquids (e.g., menses and/or urine) and is preferably manufactured from
a thin plastic film, although other flexible liquid impervious materials may also [be

used. As used herein, the term "flexible*' refers toj materials which are compliant afid

will readily conform to the general shape and coritours of the human body. In uie,

the backsheet 54 is interposed between the absorbent element 56 and the use^s
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undergarments. The function of the backsheet M is to prevent exudates whichimay
be expelled from or which inadvertently bypasi the primary absorbent element! and
exudates absorbed and contained in the absorbfent element 56 from contacting!^
somng the user's undergarments. The backsheet 54 may thus comprise a woven or
nonwoven material, polymeric films such as thermoplastic films of polyethylene or
polypropylene, or composite materials such afa fiim-coal^hwoveh : material
Preferably, the backsheet is a polyethylene film having a thickness of from aUt
0.012 mm (0.5 mil) to about 0.015 mm (2.0 mil). Exemplary polyethylene filmj are
manufactured by Clopay Corporation of Cincinnati, Ohio under the designation Pl8-
0401 and by Ethyl Corporation, Visqueen Division, of Terre Haute, Indiana, under
the designation XP-39385, A suitable extensible backsheet is an extended adhesive
film known as Formula #198-388 manufactured jby the Findley Adhesives Company
of WaUwatosa, Wisconsin. The backsheet is ! preferably embossed and/or Jatte
finished to provide a more clothlike appearancej Further, the backsheet may pefmit
vapors to escape from the absorbent demerit 56 (i.e., breathable) while jstill

preventing exudates from passing through the backsheet. !

In preferred embodiments, the secondary) absorbent member 50 is provided
with a support means or attachment means, suchj as adhesive attachment means \5S.

The adhesive attachment means 58 provides a means for securing the compound
sanitary napkin 20 in the crotch portion of the user's undergarment or panty. Thuji, a
portion or all of the outer or garment surface 5S\ of the backsheet 54 is coated vfith

adhesive. In a preferred embodiment, at least a portion of the adhesive 58 is

positioned on the garment surface 55 of the backsheetV54 adjacent the longitudinal
:

side edges 21 of the secondary absorbent membef 50; Any adhesive or glue use<j in

the art for such purposes can be used for the adhesive herein, with pressure-sensiijive

adhesives being preferred. Suitable adhesives are Century A-305-IV manufactured
by the Century Adhesives Corporation ofColumbia Ohio; and Instant Lock 34-2^23
manufactured by the National Starch and Chemical Company of Bridgewater, jjj.

Suitable adhesive fasteners are also described in ULS. Pat. No . 4,9 17,697;
|

The pressure-sensitive adhesive is typically covered with a removable release

liner 59 in order to keep the adhesive from drying out or adhering to a surface older

than the crotch portion of the panty prior to use. Suitable release liners are a so

described in the above referenced U.S. Pat; No. 4,917,697. Any commercially

available release liners: commonly used for sucH purposes can be utilized herein:

Non-limiting examples of suitable release liners! are BL30MG-A Silox El/0 ajnd:

BL30MG-A Silox 4P/0 both of which are manufactured by the Akrosil Corporation



of Menasha, WI. The compound sanitary napkih 20 of the present invention is jused

.

by removing the release liner 50 and thereaaer placing the sanitary napkin in a parity

so that the adhesive 58 contacts the panty. Thje adhesive 5.8 maintains the sax|tary

napkin in its position within the panty during use|

s The secondary absorbent member 50 may also have flaps which expend

laterally from the side edge of the absorbent cote 34. A number of sanitary napkins

having flaps suitable or adaptable for use with the secondary absorbent member ^0 of
the compound sanitary napkin 20 of the presentj invention are disclosed in U.S. iPat.

No. 4,687,478 issued to Van Tilburg on Aug. M, 1987; U.S. Pat. No. 4,589(876
io issued to Van Tilburg on May 20, 1986; andju.S.iPat No. 4,608,047 issued to

Mattingly on Aug. 26, 1986. Each of these jpatents are incorporated hereii by

reference. '

;

Optionally, the secondary absorbent merjiber may comprise components that

naturally wrap the sides of a wearers panties. A sanitary napkin having components

15 that naturally wrap the sides of a wearer's pantiej> suitable for use with the secondary

absorbent member of the compound sanitary naj)kiri 20 of the present invention are

disclosed in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 08/096,121, (P&G Case 4^61)

entitled "Absorbent Article having Panty Covering Components that Naturally V^rap

the Sides of Panties", filed July 22, 1993, in tlje names of Lavash, et al and {j.S:

20 Patent Application Serial No. 08/277,733 (P&G Case 5354) entitled "AbsorUnt

Articles Having Undergarment Covering Components with Zones of Extensibility",

filed July 20, 1994, in the names of Weinberger, et al. The disclosures ofjthe

preceding publications are incorporated herein b>[ reference.
|

Referring now to FIG. 1, the secondary Absorbent member 50 preferably has

25 a length 60 and a width 61. The secondary absorbent; member 50 is preferably from

about 20 to 40 cm long, more preferably from [about 25 to 35 cm long, and r|iost

preferably is about 30 cm long. The secondary! absorbent member 50 is preferably

from about 5 to 15 cm in width, more preferably from about 5 to 10 cm in width, and

most preferably from about 5 to 8 cm in widtji. The thickness of the secondary,

30 absorbent member 50, as shown in cross-sectibn in FIGS. 2 and 3, is generally

somewhat less than its width.
|

The individual components of the primary absorbent member 30 and the

secondary absorbent member 50 may be comprised of Components that are extensible

.
(preferably, capable of stretching) particularly in! the longitudinal direction whenj the

35 compound sanitary napkin is worn. Preferably, the compound sanitary napkijl is

capable of elongating in the longitudinal directjon between about 15% arid atjout
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P„.„,TT ^ P S haV'"g eXte"S'"e °>">P°-ents are described tabsP.
.
Appheatmn Seria, No, 07/9,5,33 and both fi.ed^t£

both published February 4 1993^ Tk* ,
';£ y->AU/86,

incorporated hereinby^T ^ *^^ are

.

10 °"e ^inren, ,h« prinftry absorber,, member 30 J k
refers ro the length ,he, ,he primary absorb*, member 30 and the secoXva^en, rnember 50 have in common. However, i, is ,uite po^eT

t

-onda^ absorben, member ,o be somewhat hanger than1 prima™^£member and still function effectively,
absorjent

Preferably, ,he wid,h ofthe secondary apsorbent member 50 is a, leas, , 5^ ;
d 'h °f*«***»*« —be, 30, More preferably the w h of^secondary absorbent member 50 is a, feastltimes tin. width of£d»X

absorben member 30. Mos, preferably, ,he widtivof the seodndary ab o£

. '

T
° f0nn *» """P01""1 «™W "»PWn ofjthe present invention, rhe primirv

2" "**««•» 2 and 3 The precise na,„r« of ,he unipn^.»«««^.» long as the union means placed serves to Join ,he primly

SSIT" ^"^—M'-*- ^O are no, discoleZ

D"
I* Unaon meaoa such as adhesive aa,achmen, with wd. known ho. mel, aid

h!ll^ M f

constiluents of the compound initaty napkin 20 so perm*hm wddmg, ultrasonic welding, dynamic mechanics bonds or a combination of .„
pt the above-mentioned means can be used.

™

. While.particular embodiments of the presen,.: invention have been illuitrateb
and descnhed. „ would be obvious to those ski, ed in ,he art that, various othAch^gea aod modifications can be made wiihout departing from ,h« spirit and scop* ,

oft>,„ven„ota U i$^ in,e„ded to cover in the appended Cairns alfsuci ,

changes and mediations ,ha, are within the scope of this invention |

•'

•
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

3.

5.

A compound sanitary napkin comprising a primary absorbent member
secondary absorbent member; I

said primary absorbent member including an absorbent core, an outer cover abase havmg ..width and an apex having a width, said base being juxtaposed
said secondary absorbent member and s|aid apex being vertically opposed to
said base, said base width being greatertU said apex width- and
sam secondary absorbent member including a liquid impervious baclcsheet andan absorbent element joined to said baclcsheet, said secondary absorbent
member bemg joined with said primary absorbent member.

1

The compound sanitary napkin of Clair], I Wherein said primary absorbent
member comprises an absorbent core ofgenerally triangular cross-section

The compound sanitary napkin of Clam) 1 wherein said primary abso|ent
member comprises a containment layer.

|

The compound sanitary napkin of Claim; 1 wherein said primary absorjent
member comprises an acquisition layer.

The compound sanitary napkin ofClaimj 1 wherein said primary absorbent
member comprises a resilient member.

j

The compound sanitary napkin of Clam, 5 wherein said resilient
comprises a foam.

memper

• ^ compound sanitary napkin of Claim 6 wherein said resilient memier
comprises a polyurethane foam.

•
The comP°u«d unitary napkin of Claim i wherein said resilient member
wrapped in a containment layer; !

The compound sanitary napkin of Claim -<j wherein said resilient member
wrapped in an acquisition layer. 1

is

is

The compound sanitary napkin of Claim 5
j
wherein said resilient member

wrapped in both an acquisition layer and a containment layer.

IS
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11.

12.

The compound sanitary napkin of ,

comprises a plurality of core members.

Claim 1 wherein said absorbent core

The compound sanitary napkin of Claim 11 wherein said core
comprise a foam.

j.

members

13.

10

The compound sanitary napkin ofCIainj 11 wherein said primary absorbent
member composes a containment layer.
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14. The compound sanitary napkin of Claim

wrapped in a containment layer.

15.

18.

19.

13 wherein said core members

The compound sanitary napkin of Claim

member comprises an acquisition layer.

11 wherein said primary absorbent

16
;

The compound sanitary napkin of Claim

wrapped in an acquisition layer.

15 wherein said core members

17. The compound sanitary napkin of Claim 1 1 wherein said core members
generally in the shape of parallelepipeds.

j-

are

are

ire

The compound sanitary napkin of Clainj 1 1 wherein said core members
comprise elongate absorbent pads ofgenerjdly circular cross-section.

A compound sam'tary napkin comprising aj primary absorbent member anc| a
secondary absorbent member, i

said primary absorbent member including an absorbent core comprising a
plurality ofcore members/an outer cover, a base having a width, and an ap, be
haytng a width; said base being juxtaposed said secondary absorbent membtr
and said^^;vc^.op|XlIed^tp^

:

b^«ud base width being
greater than said apex width; and -j.

said secondary member including a liquid impervious backsheet and ^n
absorbent element joined with said backsheet, said secondary absorbelt
member being joined with said primary absorbent member.
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20.
. .

• i ; I

The xompound sanity napkin of Cljum 19 wherein primary absorbentmember further comprises a resilient member
P
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;
Compound santtarv MApyrM

Abstract of thf. tusH n^roc
The present invention pertains to a compound sanitary napkin. Tfie

compound sanitary napkin comprises a primary! absorbent member including jm
absorbent core and an outer cover. The primary absorbent member has a base and L
apex; the apex being vertically opposed to the base. The width of the base is greajer
than the width of the apex. The compound sanitary: napkin further comprisesfa
secondary absorbent member that is joined with the primary absorbent member
juxtaposed the base. The secondary absorbent member preferably comprises a liquid
.mpervous backsheet and an absorbent material joined thereto. Optionally tie
secondary absorbent member includes a backsheet, la topsheet joined to the backsheet
and an absorbent core disposed between the backsheet and the topsheet.

~
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ANATOMICAL COMPOUND SjANITARY NAPKIN

FIELD OF THE INviENTION

The present invention relates to disposable sanitary napkins. As used he
sanitary napkins are considered to be absortjent devices designed to be

externally of the body by women, usually during their menstrual periods, and
receive and contain menses and other vaginal discharges. Disposable sanitary

napkins are intended to be discarded after use ajnd soiling rather than being cleaned

and reused. '

.

.'•

j

BACKGROUND OF THF.jINVENTION
In their simplest form, disposable sanitiry napkins comprise an absorbent

element (sometimes referred to as an absorbent core) interposed between a liiuid

an
pervious body-contacting element (sometimes referred to as a topsheet or

overwrap) arid a liquid impervious protective barriec (sometimes referred to 4s a

backsheet). The absorbent element is intended jtd receive and contain menses arid

other vaginal discharges The bddy^contacting ejlemerit is intended to provide it ore

or less comfortable and dry-feeling contact witlj body surfaces while allowing ree

passage of fluids therethrough into the absorbenj element. The protective barriejr is

intended to prevent menses or other vaginal discharges which are expelled or wl ich

escape from the absorbent element from soiling thje user's garments.

In addition to the three functional elements
:mentioned above, disposable

is sanitary napkins are generally provided with mean's for supporting the device adjacent

the user's crotch area, even as the user moves, where it can most effectively perform

its intended function. Typically, sanitary napkjns are provided with an adhesive

attachment means for securing the device to tjie inner crotch area of the us ir's

undergarments.:
j

While previously, known sanitary napkins jdd perform their intended function,

each conventional design suffers from certain] deficiencies in one or more of

absorbency of body fluids, protection of the user's garments from soiling, and/or

physical comfort to the user. !

With respect to disposable sanitary nap|cins, at least two general classes

presently exist. One such class is identified as b|ing intended for the absorption of

medium to high menstrual flows. These sanitary napkins offer a relatively hgh
absorptive capacity: Absorptive capacity is conjunorily achieved by providing he .



(As used herein, the term "superimposed" meafts adjacent or juxtaposed, butjnot

necessarily in contact with or joined to.) Preferably; the entire outer cover 3j2 is

liquid pervious, however, other embodiments arjs contemplated wherein portion^ of
the outer coyer are liquid impervious or hydrophobic. Further, it has been found jthat

the general shape of the primary absorbent member 30 can affect the absorbent

characteristics of the sanitary napkin 20 as well ss the overall comfort to the wearer.

Generally, a compound sanitary napkin comprising a primary absorbent membeit 30

having a base that is wider than the apex (tha^ portion of the primary absorbent

member 30 intended to fit at least partially withjn the external female genitalia) Will

have increased effectiveness and comfort.

As shown inFIGS. 3 and 3A, the primary absorbent member 30 has a vertical

centerline 200, a base 10 having a width B and ajn apex 15 vertically opposed to the

base 10, the apex having a width A. (The widths A and B of the apex 15 and the

base 10, respectively, of a preferred compound sanitary napkin are best shown in

FIG. 3 A.) As used herein, the term
M
base

H
refers to that portion of the primary

absorbent member 30 having the greatest widtfi B which is juxtaposed the bsdy

facing surface 87 of the secondary absorbent mejnber 50. (The "width" at any given

location is determined by measuring the lateral or ; transverse dimension at hat

location. Thus, a measurement is taken generally -perpendicular to the vertical

centerline 200 and generally parallel to the transverse centerline T.) The base 1 5 is

not limited to any particular shape or width, so long as the base 10 has a widt vB
which is greater than the apex 15 width A. At least a portion of the base 10 is

preferably joined with, or in face-to-face contact with the body facing surface 87 of

the secondary absorbent member 50. (As used herein, the term "joined" encompasses

configurations whereby an element is directly sedured to another element by affixing

the element to the other element, as well as configurations whereby an element is

indirectly secured to another element by affixing thfe element to an intermed ate

member or members which in turn are affixed to the other element.)

The apex 15 is that portion of the primary absorbent member 30 whic i is

vertically opposed to the base 10 and the secondary absorbent member 50. The a jex

15 may be any shape and rnay have any width A I,ess than the width B of the base 10/

Preferably, the apex 15 is shaped and sized to Comfortably reside at least partially

within the external female genitalia. Thus, as shown in FIGS. 3-7, the apex 1:5 is

preferably at least partially cun^ed, rounded or pthervyise shaped to conform to the

wearer's body. Other embodiments, however, ar$ contemplated wherein the apex 15

is flat, pointed or generally non-curvilinear.
;
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The present invention relates to disposable sajnitary napkins. As used herein,

sanitary napkins are considered to be absorbent devices designed to be

externally of the body by women, usually dujing their menstrual periods,

receive and contain menses and other vaginal discharges. Disposable sanitary

napkins are intended to be discarded after use and soiling rather than being cleaned

and reused,

BACKGROUND OF TH^ INVENTION

In their simplest form, disposable santary papkins comprise an absdrbent

element (sometimes referred to as an absorbent core) interposed between a iquid

pervious body-contacting element (sometimes referred to as a topsheet or an

overwrap) and a liquid impervious protectivej barrier (sometimes referred to as a

backsheet). The absorbent element is intendejd to receive and contain menses and

other vaginal discharges. The body-contacting element is intended to provide more

or less comfortable and dry-feeling contact wjth body surfaces while allowing free

passage of fluids therethrough into the absorbent element. The protective barrier is

intended to prevent menses or other vaginal discharges which are expelled or which

escape from the absorbent element from soiling) the user's garments.

In addition: to the three functional elements mentioned above, disposable

sanitary napkins are generally provided with means for supporting the device adjacent

the user's crotch area, even as the user moves, where it can most effectively pe rform

its intended function: Typically, sanitary napkins: are provided with an adiesive

attachment means for securing the device to' the | inner crotch area of the user's

undergarments.
|

:

While previously known sanitary napkijns do:
perform their intended function,

each conventional: design suffers from certjain deficiencies in one or more of

absorbency of body fluids, protection of the! user's garments from soilings and/or

physical comfort to the user.

With respect to disposable sanitary hapkins, at least two general classes

presently exist. One such: class is identified ajs being intended for the absorp ion of

medium to high menstrtial flows; These sajnitary napkins offer a relatively high

absorptive capacity: Absorptive capacity is jcomihonly achieved by providing the
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(As used herein, the term "superimposed" jmeans adjacent or juxtaposed, but not

necessarily in contact with or joined to.) Preferably, the entire outer cover 32
:
is

liquid pervious, however, other embodiments are; contemplated wherein portions of

the outer cover are liquid impervious or hydrophobic. Further, it has been found that

the general shape of the primary absorbenjt member 30 can affect the absorbent

characteristics of the sanitary napkin 20 as well as: the overall comfort to the wearer.

Generally, a compound sanitary napkin comprising a primary absorbent meiinber 30

having a base that is wider than the apex (that Iportion of the primary absorbent

member 30 intended to fit at least partially within; the external female genitalia) will

have increased effectiveness and comfort.

As shown in FIGS. 3 and 3A, the prirjmry absorbent member 30 has a vertical

centerline 200, a base 10 having a width B ajnd an apex 15 vertically oppose i to the

base 10, the apex having a width A. (The >idths A and B of the apex 15 and the

base 10, respectively, of a preferred compdund sanitary napkin are best si own in

primary

e body

FIG. 3A.) As used herein, the term "base' refers to that portion of the

absorbent member 30 having the greatest Width B which is juxtaposed tl

facing surface 87 of the secondary absorbent; member 50. (The "width" at ary given

location is determined by measuring the lateral: or transverse dimension at that

location. Thus, a measurement is taken^ generally perpendicular to the vertical

centerline 200 and generally parallel to the transverse centerline T.) The ba:>e 10 is

not limited to any particular shape or width] so long as the base 10 has a \v\dtti B

which is greater than the. apex 15 width Aj At -least a portion of the base 10 is

preferably joined with, or in face-to-face contact with the body facing surface 87 of

the secondary absorbent member 50. (As usejd herein, the term "joined" encoripasses

configurations whereby an element is directly secured to another element by iffixing

the element to the other element, as well a$ configurations whereby an ele nent is

indirectly secured to another element by affixing the element to an intermediate

member or members which in turn are affixed

The apex 15 is that portion of the primary absorbent member 30 4hich is

vertically opposed to the base 10 and the secondary absorbent member 50. Tie apex

.

15 may be any shape and may have any width( A le$s than the width B of the pise 10.

Preferably, the apex 15 is shaped and sized to comfortably reside at least partially

within the external female genitalia. Thus, is shown in FIGS. 3-7, the apex 15 is

preferably at least partially curved, rounded lor otherwise shaped to confoor to the

wearer's body; Other embodiments, however; are contemplated wherein the spex 15

is flat, pointed or generally non-curvilinear, j. .








